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Laying Systematic Plans For
Community Building Drive
—Starts Sept. 12
Plans and preparations are in
full swing as workers are named
and groups formed for the Com
munity Building drive which starts
Sept. 12.
(Continued on Page Three)
WE CLOSE MONDAY

Next Monday is Labor Day,
and in common with other
places of business The CourierGazette office will be closed all
day. Correspondents, advertisers
and other contributors are asked
to bear this in mind. Tuesday
morning will be too late for other
than emergency matters.

Experienced

Automobile
Salesman
WANTED
Previous experience necessary.

Write to—

“SALES MANAGER”
Care The Courier-Gazette

stating qualifications, including
experience, age, references and
extent of education.
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FULL LINK OF
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SEE US
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17 PARK ST.,
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Rockland puts the South School
on display tomorrow afternoon from
1 to 6 in the afternoon. President
Setli Low of the trustees of the
Rockland School District and his
fellow board members extend an
invitation to one and all to in
spect the building.
The first entirely new school in
the city since 1894, has been built
and readied for opening of school
next week at a cost of approximate
ly §300,000.
The structure is ultra modern,
both from a standpoint of style and
construction and from the school
man's point of view as a house of
learning. Unessentials have been
discarded in the construction and
features added w'hich make it a
functional building for the pur
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poses for which it is intended.
The structure has been referred
to as a factory, warehouse and
chicken house by ones who have yet
to inspect it from the inside. The
opinions of some may change as
they study the building on Sunday.
Cement, block, steel, glass, brick
and plywood make up the almost
indestructible building. Damage by
students in the normal use of the
structure should be at a minimum
as there is nothing within reach
which would yield to much less than
a pick axe.
Glass, brick and windows almos,
from floor to ceiimg provide a
wealth of light which can be sup
plemented on dark days by an ex-

FROM MEMORY’S REALM
Continuing the Story Of My Contacts With
Famous Personages
(Ry Frank A. Winslow)
• Fourth Installment)

In my three foregoing letters I
have dwell at considerable length
upon "statesmen’' I have met, but
I should certainly be remiss in my
duty if I failed to include the one
■stateswoman" whom 1 have been
privileged to know.
I met her first at Lincolnville
Beach Inn, where she was dining
next table to me with her late hus
band, whom she succeeded after
his death. I had previously met
Clyde Smith, so we fell naturally

Pyrofax Gas Service can be
installed in your home. It's
clean, last, dependable, the
perfect fuel for cooking . . .
water healing . . . and refrig
eration. See us today!

Superior BOTTLED GAS Service

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 738
79-S-tf

Frank A. Winslow
into conversation, which Carried
as its main topic the primary elec
tion law. I was then, and I am still
opposed to offer the reason that it
carries double expense for a can
didate, and attracts comparative
ly small percentage of electorate
to the polls.
Congressman Smith, on the other
hand, was a firm believer in the
J. 30 THRU SEPT. 5 > system, as he might well be, hav
ing always fared generously with
the voters while he was a candidate.

Ever since Mrs. Smith became a
-andidate The
Courier-Gazette
has staunchly supported her. and
I have personally used whatever
influence my humble pen could
carry. I like Mrs. Smith oe,cause
of her personality, which never
fails to charm; of her natural
ability which has been so effect.vely demonstrated in Congress,
and because of the energy and per.everance with which she constant
ly exercises in the performance of
duty to her constituents. She is a
dyed in the wool Republican, but
always votes according to tlie dic
tates of her conscience.
You citizens of the Second Maine
District, who knew her as Repre-.entative, are aware of her immed
iate response to appeals lor assist
ance. and how faithfully and
promptly she replies to your let
ters.
lt was my privilege a lew years
ago to have a 20-minute interview
with Mary Rogers at Lakewood
Theatre. Miss Rogers is a daughter
of the famous humorist, the late
Will Rogers I found her verycharming and completely unalfected.
I met Nellie Tayloe Ross when
she was Governor of Wyom
ing. She had come East to attend
the Governor s Conference which
was being held in Bar Harbor and
which paid a visit to Camden. Up
on her return to Cheyenne she
wrote me a very nice letter.
The late Annie Russell, who in
her palmy days was known as the
best dressed woman oil the Ameri
can stage, has a beautiful Summer
home in Rockport, and thither
I went to see her at the request ol
my editor, the late W. O Fuller.
I went with some misgivings, be(Continued on Page Six)

—Fnoius by Cullen

tensive, well planned, fluorescent inspect the South School, some
lighting system in the ceilings.
coming from as far away as Aroos
All floors are covered with as took County towns.
phalt tile while sidewalls of rooms
The board of trustees of the Asa Norton. Who Was Found
Wounded, Is Hailed Into
and corridors are of heavy ply Rockland School District is headed
Court
wood for durability.
Sectional j by Seth Low as president with Rob
walls are cement block, painted in j ert Hudson as clerk and Paul D.
Asa Norton. 68, of Benner’s
the color scheme of the room or Merriam as treasurer with I. Law- Island off Port Clyde was before
corridor in which they are located. ton Bray and Horatio C. Cowan Municipal Court Thursday morn
Storage for books, other class ma as members. This group has put ing on charges of molesting a lob
terials and student's clothing are considerable work and time into the
built into the walls on the corridor task of bringing the school to the
side of each room.
point of opening next week.
New desks and chairs have been
A commemorative program of
provided for the students and are Sunday events has been prepared
the latest in design.
by the trustees. In this program.
It is understood that groups from President Low and the trustees ad
several communities planning new dress the people of the community
schools are to be in Rockland to

He Pleaded Guilty

ster trap belonging to Allen Sim
mons and to lobster fishing with-1

THE BLACK CAT

out a license.
Norton pleaded guilty to both
charges as brought by Coastal
Warden
Fred
McLaughlin
of
Friendship. He was finea $10 and
costs of $2.70 and on the no license
charge and $50 and costs on the
molesting charges The latter was
suspended and Norton placed on
probation lor six months.
The case drew much attention at
time of arrest as a few moments
after being informed that he was
in custody. Norton was found in
the woods of the island with head
injuries after he had asked to go
to his cabin to pack gear for the
trip to Rockland.
A single shot attracted the war
den as he talked with the other
men of the island at the shore
where the arrest had been made.
A search of the woods located the
wounded man about 25 yards from
his shotgun with what he claims
were shotgun wounds in the head.
At Knox Hospital, where he
was rushed by Coast Guard boat
and ambulance, doctors revealed
that the supposed shotgun pullet
wounds on either side of Norton s
head were made with a knife.
The wounding of Norton is still
under investigation by the sher
iff's department.

Yesterday I had the pleasure of
meeting my old friend Dr. A. H.
Chase of feoston who has been es
caping the city’s surplus heat by
sojourning in his old home town of
Warren. Dr. Chase is a member of
Boston’s progressive Kiwanis Club
which has 130-odd members and
raises about $10,000 a year for char
ity. Dr. Chase is attending the
meetings of the Rockland club.

ACCUSED OF PREJUDICE

But Trooper Roper Says That Being Pupil At
‘Landhaven” Made No Difference

A PUBLIC INVITATION
The trustees of the Rockland School
District extend a cordial invitation to the
people of Rockland and surrounding
communities to a public inspection of the
new SOUTH SCHOOL at the junction of
Broadway and Holmes street, on Sunday,
September 4. 1949, from 1 to 6 o’clock
in the afternoon.
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SCHOOL BUS SCHEDULE

Rev. Michael Millen of Landha- sible for the boy being there. He
ven School in Camden, accompany explained that he felt the boy was
ing one of his pupils at the school issued the traffic summons because
to
Municipal Court
Thursday of the fact that he was a Landmorning in traffic violation charges haven pupil, saying that he felt
accused State Trooper Henry Ro that if the boy had not been from
per of issuing summons only after Landhaven the officer would not
he had learned the boy was from have issued the ticket.
Landhaven School.
Trooper Roper made no comment
The 16-year old student was in the court following the accusa
charged by Roper with having I tion other than to say that the
passed a Stop Sign in Camden. He ticket would have been issued lor
pleaded guilty as charged with the the violation regardless of whether
fine of $10 and costs of $2.70 being the offender came from Landhaven
supplied by Rev. Mr. Millen.
or elsewhere.
As the fine was paid. Judge DwiJudge Dwinal, in an after court
nal commented on the fact that conversation with Millen, asssured
the minister and head of the pri- J him that he belived that the State
vate school should pay the fine Trooper would not allow preju
for the student. Millen replied that! dices, such as Millen had charged,
he felt that he was in part respon-! to interfere with his official duties.

ONLY TWO MORE DAYS

■•-••■•-e-e-e-e-e-o-ex
Transportation and Registration Discussed—
Twilight League Season Ends Labor Day With
City Schools Open Wednesday
a Grand Finish
The opening of Rockland schools
next Wednesday brings to the at
tention of parents and pupils the
matter of school bus transportation
and registration.
a • • •
High School Registration
High School and Seventh and
Eightfi grade pupils will report to
school and be registered at the fol
lowing times: Grade Seven. Eight
and Nine at 8 a. m. Wednesday
morning; Grade Ten at 1 p. m
Wednesday afternoon; Grale Elev
en at 8 a. m„ Thursday morning;
Grade Twelve at 1 p. m. Thursday
afternoon.
The registration of all pupils
will be completed Thursday after
noon, and the High School will op
erate all classes on Friday A time
limit will be given for the changing
of courses after the opening of
school.
• • • •

Old Count)' Road.
Leave Corner Old County
Road, and Sherer's Lane.
8.04 Leave 420 Old County Road.
8:06 Leave Cedar and Old County
Road.
8.10 Leave Sleeper’s Ice House.
8:14 Leave Snowman s Garage.
8.17 Leave Junction Maverick and
North Main.
820 Arrive at McLain School.
End Trip No. 1.

8:02

Trip No. 2

BUS SCHEDULE
Trip No. 1
McLain School

For Tyler and McLain Schools
A. M.
8:25 Leave End Camden Street.
8:26 Leave Corner Glen and Cam
den streets
8:28 Leave Corner Glen and Waldo
Avenue.
8:29 Leave Corner Waldo Avenue
and Camden Street.
8:32 Leave Oak Grove School, Last
Stop.
8:35 Leave Tyler School
8:40 Arrive McLain School.
End Trip No. 2.

A. M.
7:57 Leave Corner Pleasant and

TRIP NO. 3
Winter Term Ten (10) Weeks

Rockland 8, Rockport 0

The Rorkland Rockets kept apace
of the league as they whipped
Rockport 8 to 0 behind the 3-hit
pitching of Lefty Cole, while Thom
aston and Waldoboro were slugging
each other for the trailing position.
Lefty Cole had excellent support
in winning his usual game against
Rockport, and helped his own cause
with a good sacrifice and a blngle.
LaCrosse clouted a terrific line
drive out to centerfield in his usual
manner to start the ball rolling.
After Christmas Vacation for High
School Pupils

By The Roving Reporter

Three thousand new words are
added to the English language
yearly say the savants; and among
them, in the course of time, the
teen-agers are certain to find one
to
replace
‘fabulous’’—Boston
Globe.
Now if somebody would only com
some new baseball phrases to take
the place of "the long walk in from
the bullpen.’" "Couldn't find the
handle’’ and ’’the long throw to
second.''
—o—
One year ago—Five hundred men
and several fire departments were
fighting the conflagration in “The
Bog”.—The Boston and Rockland
Transportation Company bought
land and buildings bounded by Till
son avenue and Pink and Pearl
streets.—Arthur Philbrook’s safe at
Matinicus was robbed.—The Manic
reunion had an attendance of 140.
The Associated Press tells how
an aged Stanley steamer ascended
the peak of Mt. Washington in 4
hours and 40 minutes, with one
breakdown. It didn't take Bob
Webster and I that long to negoti
ate New Englands highest peak,
but in the fog and sleet it seemed
much longer.' Bob says he’ll walk
next time.
“Peggy" knows my love for black
berries, hence the large boxful
which repcsed on my desk yester
day.
Nice to have thoughtful
friends . Thanks "Peggy."
The frequent whistling of the
dredger in Lermond’s Cove ‘‘has a
meaning all its own." but while not
able to interpret it, we shall miss
it when the job's over.

A "year ago" item in Thursday’s
issue said that the loss by the
Washington School fire in Vinalha
ven was $25,000. A Vinalhaven
man called yesterday to say that
it was only $9000. The discrep- •
ancy probably was due to the fact
that it was a press morning fire
and facts were not obtainable. We
cheerfully refund the $16,000 dis
crepancy.
The current issue of Life maga
zine carries as its cover picture a
portrait of Ben Turpin, the cross
eyed movie comedian of a genera ation ago. He made millions laugh,
and perhaps made millions him
self.

Copies of the Bangor Whig and
and was aided by Kelsey, Hodg Courier and the Daily Californian
kins, Chisholm, and Billings in have come to my desk through the
maintaining hitting honors for the courtesy of Arthur Hall, R.F.D. 1,
victory, Kelsey power-driving a Thomaston. They were published
in the 60’s and the California paper,
long triple over centerfield.
Woodward started on the mound published in type almost too fine
for the Rockport nine and did a to read, gave later details of the
fine job, but poor support from his assassination of President Lincoln.
teammates kept him in hot water
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
until he was relieved by Richards
If I had my life to live again, I
in the 5th Fcur errors proved very would have made a rule to read
costly in this contest as runs were some poetry and listen to some
’ music at least once a week. The
scored on all counts
The Rockets still lead by 1*4 loss of these tastes is a loea of hap| piness.—Charles Darwin.
games—but so were the Cardinals
SEA KIN
at one time—and with games with
Waldoboro, Sunday, and Thomaston’ He saw the bent winged gulls curve
to the sky
Monday, the fans can flip a coin as
And then lean down and turn
to the outcome of these contests—
the water under
but the writer is proud to give you And felt his breath catch in a sud
den cry
this hot tip: Keep your money
And couldn't still his heart's
on the Rockets"
strange quickened thunder.

A. M
7:35 Leave Corner Limerock and
Old County Road.
7:37 Leave Winchenbaugh’s Gar
age.
7:40 Leave Corner Cedar Street and
Warren 4, St. Gearge 2
It was as if the gulls and he were
Old County Road.
at St. George
kin.
7:42 Leave Corner Lake Avenue,
Bound by blood ties in an affinity,
In a game which was marked by
up of a queer keening, minorand Old County Road.
10 errors, and all singles, the up Made
thin,
7:50 Arrive High School.
and coming Warren team, doubled
And equal part of sky and wings
End Trip No. 3
and sea.
(Continued on Page Three)
There was no reason in it, none at
all,
But somewhere he had seen gray

— 7 BIG DAYS —
(Including Labor Day)
* 6 Days of Racing
(Pair-Muluels)
* Bigger Midway
* Pure Bred Livestock
* Horse & Oxen Pulling
* Agricultural Exhibits
* Domestic Arts & Flower
Show
* Colorful Stage Shows
* Fireworks
* Sunday Charity Show
Maine’s Fastest Growing
Fair and Cleanest Grounds

Roller Skating every Tttesday, Friday and Sunday.

—12 MILES FROM AUGUSTA—

Special Skating Labor Day Afternoon and Evening.
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ISSUE

Volume 104............ Number 79.

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

Public Is Invited To Inspect New SchooljSunday

Busy Working Groups

SATURDAY

THE PIER
BELFAST, MAINE

TWO BIG HOLIDAY DANCES
MUSIC BY

Bobby Warren’s Orchestra—12 Men
SATURDAY NIGHT, DANCING 9.00—1.00.

MIDNIGHT SUNDAY, 12.01 UNTIL DAWN

LOBSTER SALE

BEANO! BEANO! BEANO!

THROUGH LABOR DAY
LIVE ONE-CLAW.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb. .29
COOKED ONE-CLAW.. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .35
PLEASE NOTE NEW HOURS AFTER LABOR DAY
OPEN 6.00 A. M.; CLOSE 4.00 P. M.
CLOSED SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS

SIM’S LOBSTER POUND

SPRUCE HEAD. ME..

MONDAY, SEPT. 5

LABOR DAY
American Legion Home

TOWN NEWS

MAVERICK STREET, ROCKLAND

Items of Interest froa
the Towns Listed Below
Appear in This Issue.

SPONSORED BY POST

TEL. ROCKLAND 728-M1

P. S.: Above price not applicable at our Rockland plant.
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gulls before
And though he was a farmer man
and tall
He had come home again to thia
blue shore.
Knowing this sky more than a
brown barn rafter,
Knowing the sea would call him
ever after.
—Anobel Armour.

Game Starts 8.00 P. M.
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Bus Terminal at 7.30 for Legion Home.

THOMASTON
VINALHAVEN
SEARSMONT
LONG COVE
TENANT’S HARBOB
CAMDEN

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 3, 1949

Pane Twn

Fire In The Attic
Damages the Home Of Mrs.
Anna Starrett On Main
Street, Warren
Within an hour after the alarm
at 9.45 p. m., Thursday night.
Warren firemen directed by Fire
Chief Maurice Lindsey, put under
control, fire in the attic of the Mrs.
Anna Starrett home on West Main
street.
Two lines of hose were laid from
the hydrant by the Starrett home,
and firemen cut holes in the roof
of the ell connecting barn and
house, to get at the fire, and let
out the heavy smoke. Night watch
es were posted
Volunteers saved the furniture
on the first floor, storing it at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. Fred Camp
bell, and Mrs. Rodney Schroyer.
Second floor furniture was heavily
damaged by smoke and water
Mrs. Starrett and Mrs. Fred Per
kins had attended the meeting of
the Woman's Club, and had been
home about 20 minutes, when Mrs.
Starrett, then on the first floor
heard breaking glass on the second
floor. On investigation the ceiling
over the second floor kitchen was
all ablaze. At first it was believed
the fire was caused by wiring, but
on later investigation, this was not
positively established.
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins and daugh.
ter, Carolyn, 4, had just returned
Thursday afternoon from Sears
port, where they had passed the
Summer, and were as usual to oc
cupy for the school year, the first
floor apartment in the house. Mrs.
Perkins carried their four-year old
daughter to safety at the home of
Mrs. Schroyer. The littel girl was
asleep on the first floor. Mr. Per
kins drove his car, stored in the
barn, to safety.
Mrs. Starrett is with her sister,
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Philbrook.
No estimate was made of the ex
tent of the damage. There was in
surance.

stTgeorge

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Vayda have
returned to New Jersey after
spending several weeks with Mrs.
Hilma Olsen.
Recent callers at the home of
Mrs. Frank Hilt were Mr. and Mrs.
Ous Tonski of Altoona Pa., Mrs.
Sarah Webster and son Edgar of
Danvers, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Thomas and sons Deane and
Philip of Lynn, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Hocking en
tertained Sunday Dr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Cannon of Philadelphia at
‘ The Ledges.”

Francis L Tillson
Carpenter and Builder
THOMASTON. MAINE
TELEPHONE 178-4

and that Letters Testamentary issue
to Ralph L. Wiggin of Rockland,
STATE OF MAINE
he being the executor named
To all persons interested in either therein, without bond
of the estates hereinafter named:
ARTHUR B. AREY. late of
At a Probate Court held at Rock Vinalhaven. deceased
Will and
land. in and for the County of Knox, Petition for Probate thereof askon the sixteenth day of August, in | ing that the same may be proved
the year of our Lord one thousand j and allowed and that Letters Testanine hundred and forty-nine, and I mentary issue to Harold L. Arey of
by adjournment from day to day ! Vinalhaven. he being the alternate
from the sixteenth day of said Au ' executor named therein, without
gust. the following matters having bond.
been presented for the action there,
DAVID S. LOW, late of Camden,
upon hereinafter indicated1 it is
deceased. Will and Petition for
hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to Probate thereof asking that the
all persons interested, by causing same may be proved and allowed
a copy of this order to be published and that Letters Testamentary issue
three weeks successively in The to Irving P. Tuttle of Union, he be
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub ing the executor named therein
lished at Rockland, in said County, without bond.
ESTATE WILLIAM E. BRAMthat they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Rockland HALL. late of Friendship, deceased.
on the twentieth day of September. Petition for Administration, asking
A. D 1949 at nine o'clock in the that Genie O. Bramhall of Friend
forenoon, and be heard thereon if ship. or some other suitable person,
be appointed administratrix, with
they see cause
GRACE E. VEAZIE. late ' of out bond.
ESTATE DONALD L INGERRockland, deceased. Will and Peti.
tion for Probate thereof asking SON. late of Rcckland, deceased.
that the same may be proved and Petition for Administration asking
allowed and that Letters Testamen that Clarence P Ingerson of Rock
tary issue to Katherine A Veazie land, or some other suitable person,
of Rockland, she being the execu be appointed administrator, with
out bond.
trix named therein, without bond.
ESTATE OLIVE CHANDLER
FRANCES C. RYDER, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti LUCE, late of Rockport, deceased.
tion for Probate thereof asking that Petition for Appointment of Trus
the same may be proved and allowed tee asking that Old Colony Trust

Probate Notices

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
[EDITORIAL!
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

KNOX COUNTY LED

Statistics of the Sea and Shore Fisheries Department
made public yesterday contain the gratifying information
that the landing of fishery products in Maine ports last year
constituted a new record as to volume and value. The catch
totaled the impressive figure of 305.037,517 pounds, and the
value to the fishermen was $16 183,596. Also it is a matter of
local pride that Knox County led all others in this great in
dustrial parade, with Cumberland and Hancock following in
the order named. Few communities appreciate ocean's gift
as much as Rockland does, for it is the fishing industry which
is very largely responsible for the city's present prosperity.

UNCERTAIN AS TO COURSE
Ever since the July revolt in the House against the Ad
ministration-sponsored Brannan farm program, there has
been uncertainty as to what course is to be pursued. The
bill pushed through by a Democratic-Republican coalition
under Representative Gore would commit the country for an
indefinite time to continuance of a high-level inflexible
price-support program. The administration’s request for a
trial period of the Brannan plan was defeated by the success
of Representative Gore's revolt and the Aiken-Hope farm act,
which would have provided flexible supports on a diminished
small scale, was repealed. Amid these divergencies, it is
heartening to learn that President Truman is calling his
chief experts on farm legislation together and is seeking a
single acceptable policy.
One thing is clear: the Brannan plan does not have a
chance of immediate success. The farm organizations have
shown little sympathy despite the "most vigorous Administra
tion efforts to sell the proposal. Fundamentally, the farm
ers do not like the idea of receiving what has all the ap
pearances of a handout: they would prefer to have their
government aid come in the form of higher prices, how
ever artificially those prices are maintained or however
wasteful may be the surplus which results. Consumers have
not shown the enthusiasm which the government's subsidy
of low prices had been expected to arouse in them; evidently
the undefined but immense expenditures involved have
given them pause. Recognizing all this, a compromise bill for
flexible supports is now before the Senate Agricultural Com
mittee, and seems the most sensible alternative that can
be expected for the present.
Whatever else is done, the stimulus to overproduction in
the existing inflexible. 90 percent of parity supports must be
modified Commodities which the government has been com
pelled to buy are filling the country's warehouses, and in
spite of high demand both at home and abroad the money
spent in supporting prires is more than it has ever been.
A program which was devised to sustain farm income is hav
ing the result of providing an unsound but highly profitable
market for whatever the farmers may choose to produce.
The Aiken-Hope Act would at least have brought parity more
nearly into line with economic conditions, by providing a slid
ing scale between 60 and 90 percent of parity and by permit
ting the government to have some say in determining which
commodities are to be encouraged. The Administration
may have other, long-range plans; but for the moment it
can hardly afford to do less than this.—Herald Tribune.

GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Simmons and
son visited recently with friends
in New Hampshire.
Recent callers at the home of
Mrs. Ida Waltz were Mrs. Frank
Wotton of the village, also Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Waltz and Mrs.
Dewey Winehenbach, West Waldo
boro.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazetta

JUNE 30, 1949
Total Expenditures
$58,063,521.82
51,993,381.27

Total Revenues
$58,156,895.53
54,394,957.12

Operating Fund*
Year Ending June 30, 1949 ..............................
Year. Ending June 30, 1948 ..............................

OPERATING FUNDS

CONSOLIDATED COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
TBARS BNPBDJFNB.bO

Seneral Fn«6, Rlahway Fur*. Other Bperlal Rrtrrwr Fnada sad Freed. •( Oaarral Boad luase

N. M. MMIIt

REVENUES

August 19, 1949
'# Governor Frederick G. Payne and
(embers of the Executive Council

Oentlemen:

Total Revenue*

As required by Section 81 of Chapter 14 of the Revised
Statutes of 1944, we submit herewith a condensed sum
mary of the forthcoming complete report on the fiscal
operation of the State of Maine for the year ended June
80, 1949, and its financial standing as of June 30, 1949.

In addition to increasing the General Fund Surplus, the
bonded debt of the State of Maine was reduced by
$1,704,000 to $10,221,500, a new low.

58-S-tf

1 4.822,518.99

.

334.979 49
1.362,935.96
11,416,276.93
19,208.83
5.433.354.08
2,332,249.92
1,280,603.78
6.666,277.87
701,035.86
218,236.79
1.253,986.79
8,196.343.31
1,942,421.15
1,637,603.16
7.282.347.67
504,588.60

8.86
61
2.49
JO 99
.03
1.99
4 29
3 86
10.41
1 19
.40
2 81
15.07
S.6T
3 01
13.89
.92

.

$58,156,895.53

100.00

$54,394,957.12

100.00

.
.

.
.
.
.
.

EXPENDITURES

This report shows the Operating Funds Current Reve
nues exceeded Current Expenditures by $93,373.71, and
that the General Fund Surplus is $7,118,106.41*, a net in
crease of $972,176.28.

TEL. 364-M

I^ereent

8.29
.59
2.15
JO.69
.07
8.89
4.76
2.46
10.12
1.95
.43
2.83
17.63
3.05
8.09
11.92
1.09

.

...............................................................

Amount

$ 4,823,713.90
341,168.56
1,248,757.25
12,033,176.31
43,965.98
5.170,388.08
2,770,543.49
1,427,708.64
5,887,541.22
1,133,658.86
252,603.02
1,646,505.79
10,240,325.22
1,772,890.04
1.799,121.52
6.930.526.21
634.301.44

.
.

8tata Tax on Cities and Towne .................................... .
8tate Tax on Wild Landa....................................................
Inheritance and Estate Taxes ..............................
Gasoline Tax (Net) .............................................................. Motor Carrier—Fuel Tax ..................................................
Cigarette and Tobacco Taxes ......................................... ,
Taxes on Public Utilities ..................................................
Taxes on Insurance Companies .....................................
Motor Vehicle Registration and Drivers’ Licenses
Hunting and Fishing Licenses .......................................
Commission on Pari Mutuels ...........................................
Other Taxes ..............................................................................
From Federal Government ..............................................
From Cities, Towns, and Counties................................
Service Charges for Current Services .......................
Liquor and Beer (Net) .......................................................
Other Revenues ........................................................................

Xurran of Arrnnnta anil Control
Angnata

PROMPT SERVICE

Percent

Amount

fippartmrnt of JFitianrt

"SPECIALS A SPECIALTY"

1MB

UUft

Btatr of Hhlnr

General Administration ..................................................................
Protection of Persons and Property .......................................
Development and Conservation of Natural Resources
Health and Welfare and Charities .........................................
Institutions ............................................................................................
Education and Libraries ................................................................
Highways and Bridges ...................................................................
Unemployment Compensation Administration ................
Interest on Bonded Debt ................................................................
Miscellaneous .......................................................................................

$ 2,627.392.17
1,908,989.46
3.572.256.13
12,9*17,966.49
4,957,454.75
8.196,171.72
19.531,007.20
914.634.09
333.333.50
1.380.316.31

4 53
3.29
6.15
22.32
8.54
14.12
33.64
1.58
.57
2.38

$ 2.010.988.91
2,043,740.61
3,361.091.83
11,720.999.08
4.512,057.71
7.602,428.06
16.363.341.6g
933,822.86
388.505.50
1,282,405.08

S 57
3 93
6.46
22.54
8.68
14.62
31 47
1.50
.76
J 46

Total Operating Expenditures ................................
Debt Retirement .................................................................................

'

56,389,521.82
1.674.000.00

97.12
2.88

50.219,381.27
1,774,000.00

96.65
3.4 2

.......................................................

58.063.521.82

100.00

51,993,381.27

100.0#

Excess of Revenues over Expenditures ......

93,373.71

2,401.575.85

724,954.50
(904.210.56)

2.764.821.55
256,165 28

Total Expenditures

Yours very truly,

Excess Applied as Follows:
General Fund Surplus ...........................................................
Highway Fund Surplus .......................................................
Other Special
Revenue Funds—Reserve
for
Authorized Expenditures ................................................
Bond Fund—Reserve for Authorized Expenditures

39‘40-tf

(420,309.36)
(199,101.62)

31 4.847.39
(42.217.62)

$ 2,401,575.85

93,373.71

$

State Controller

Radiator Repairing
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
(1C MAIN ST.,

First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Arthur E. Ander
son, Special Administrator.
ESTATE ARTHUR ANDERSON,
late of South Thomaston, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Arthur E. Ander
son, Administrator.
EDITH ALICE HICKS, late of
Rcckland, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed, and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Lucien K. Green of
Rockland and Arthur St. J. Whit
ing of Framingham Center, Mass.,
they being the executors named
therein, without bonds
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR, Es
quire, Judge of Probate Court, for
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
79-S-85

-CONDENSED SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-

MILLWORK
WINDOWS
DOORS
FRAMES
SCREENS AND SCREEN DOORS

ROCKLAND, ME.,

ESTATE FRANCES C. RYDER,
of Rockland. First and Final Ac
count presented for allowance by
Ralph L. Wiggin, Guardian
ESTATE FANNIE E. HARPER,
late of Rockland, deceased. First
and1 Final Account presented for
allowance by Austin S. Harper.
Administrator.
ESTATE SOPHRONIA F. PEASE,
late of St George, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Wallace W. Watts,
Executor
ESTATE CLARA L. ANDERSON,
late of Warren, deceased. First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by George L. Howland. Execu
tor.
ESTATE JENNIE A. THURS
TON, late of Union, deceased First
and: Final Account presented for
allowance by Florence B. Thurston
and Helen K. Robbins, executrices.
ESTATE HARRY A BUFFUM.
late of Rockland; deceased Final
Account presented for allowance
by Charlotte Buffum. Executrix.
ESTATE JESSIE M. DAVIES, Of
Camden. First and Final Account
presented for allowance by Enid
Davies. Conservator.
ESTATE JAMES DONDIS, late
of Rockland, deceased. First and
Final Account presented for al
lowance by Ida L. Dondis, Execu
trix.
ESTATE ARTHUR ANDERSON,
late of South Thomaston, deceased

STATE OF MAINE

R. L. WINCHENBACH

25 COURT ST.,

Company of Boston, Mass, be ap
pointed successor trustee in place
of Stanley S. Ganz of Boston,
Mass., resigned Presented by Jac
queline A. Luce Klein of Chicago,
Illinois and William A. Luce of
Rockport.
ESTATE OLIVE CHANDLER
LUCE, late of Rockport, deceased
Petition for Leave to Execute pease
to Esso Standard Oil Company of
Everett, Mass., presented by Stan
ley S. Ganz, Trustee.
ESTATE MATTI KAARTI, late
of St George, deceased. Petition
for License to Sell certain real es
tate situated in St. George, and
fully described in said petition, pre
sented by Saimi K. Lantz, admini
stratrix.
ESTATE ALLEN M CONARY,
late of St. George, deceased. Pe
tition for Perpetual Care of Burial
lot presented by Lillian B. Lord.
Administratrix.
ESTATE NELLIE M BURKETT,
late of Rockland, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for al
lowance by Mary A. Stone, execu
trix.
ESTATE SMITH B. HOPKINS.
late of Vinalhaven, deceased First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Mildred V. Hopkins,
administratrix.
ESTATE IRVING E. MURCH.
late of Rockport, deceased. Tenth
Account presented for allowance by
Lola M Culver, Trustee.

This schedule combines revenues and expenditures of the General Fund. Highway Fund, Other
Special Revenue Funds and Proceeds of General Bond Issues with interfund revenues and expen
ditures eliminated. It does not include revenues and expenditures of the Unemployment Compensa
tion Fund, Public Service Enterprise!, Working Capital Funds, or Trust and Agency Funds.
This statement does not include expenditures of $608,202.80 for the year ended June 30, 1949,
and $1,117,296.26 for the year ended June 30. Y948 charged against Appropriation from Unappro
priated Surplus.
Included in the above expenditures is $127,800 that was made available from Surplus, but In
this schedule. It has been reflected against current revenues.

• The 94th Legislature authorized commitments, effective
August 6, 1949, reducing Surplus by $4,114,426.19.

ROCKLAND, ME.
47-tf

STATE OF MAINE
BALANCE SHEET JUNE 30, 1949
ALL FUNDS

Outboard Motor
Storage
We Will Flush, Grease,
Lay Up, and Store Your
Motor for

$5.00
MERCURY SALES
AND SERVICE

LEADBETTER
MACHINE SHOP
BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
TEL. CAMDEN 2439

RECOGNIZED ASSETS
Cash ..............................................................................................................................
8hort Term U. 8. Govt. Securities ..............................................................
Deposits with U. S. Treasury .......................................................................
Accounts Receivable (Net) .........................................................................
Due from Other Funds ....................................................................................
Inventories (A) ....................................................................................................
Investments (Net) (B) ..................................................................................
Working Capital Advances (Contra) .....................................................
Other Assets (C) ................................................................................................
Plant and Equipment (Net) .........................................................................
Encumbered Future Revenue to Retire Bonded Indebtedness .
Accounts Receivable 1949-1977 ..................................................................
Total Assets .........................................................................................

Highway
Fund

$ 8,523,996.53
3.848.429.31
—
2.503,405.18
5.16
—
1,397.50
3.353,606.80
16.395.17
—
90.000.00
—
$13,336,235.65

$ 2.338,487.70
3.025.035.29
—
406.063.65
75.000.00
—
—
642,500.00
2.738.79
—
8,251,500.00
—
$14,741,325.43

$ 958.678.52
—
—
591,781.74
—
—
—
—
75.00
—
—
—
$1,550,535.26

$ 10,931.52
400,000.00
—.
—
—
—
—
__
—
—
—
—
1410,931.52

$ 1,002,982.37
—
179.362.98
1,182,345.35
90.000.00
1,272,345.35

$

217,917.99
—
54,077.50
271,995.49
8.251,500.00
8.523.495.49

$ 151,049.84
—
18.730.00
169,7*9.84
—
169,779.84

—
—
_
—
—

229,775.70

4,304,445.63

871,888.26
40.515.13
450.000.00
—3,353,606 80
—
—
—
4,945,783.89
—
—
7.118.106.41
12.U63.890.30
J13.836.25S.65

_
—
—
—
642,500.00
—
—
—
4.946,945.62
—
—
1.270.884.32
6,217,829.94
814.741.325.43

1,380.755.42
_
__
—
—

403,700.39
__

—
—
—
1,380,755.42
—
—
—
1.380.755.42
$1,550,535.26

—
—
—
410,931.52
—
__
—
410.981.52
$410,931.52

RESERVE* AND SURPLUS

WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M

Every Evening at 8.M. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at LOO

Surplus or Deficiency Accounts ................................... **J^J*.**^**
Total Reserves and Surplus ....................................................... ,
Total Liabilities, Reserves and Surplus .. v.........................

THEATRE

TODAY. SATURDAY, SEPT. 2
JOEL McCREA
VIRGINIA MAYO

in

Donated Surplus

...........................................................................................

Contingent Liability: Bonds of Deer Isle-Sedgwlck Bridge

“FLAMING ROAD
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
SEPT 6-7-8
GREGORY PECK
AVA GARDNER
MELVYN DOUGLAS
In

“THE GREAT SINNER”
With Walter Huston
Ethel Barrymore, Frank Morgan

Working
Capital
Funds

Trust and
Agency
Funds

932,362.01
__
__
13,899.09
__
2.725.598.47
28.000.00
__
1.692.70
97.920.04
480.000.00
1.295.065.57
$.1,574,537.88

$ 206.676.68

$ 1.150,585.99
—
—
87,085.12
—
—
11,183.236.92
__
944.238 81
—
——
—
$13,315,146.84

1

__
37,170.51
34.548.25
426.912.17
—
__
__
1,618,950.66
—
—
$2,324,258.47

$ 372.327.03
75.000.00
21,711.35
469,038.38
1.880.000.00
2,349,038.38

$

$

5

$

Unemploymenti
Compensation
Fund
>48.225.58
—
40.417.281.11
169.891.82

—
—
__

—
*40.*30,348.58

(A)

__
7,231.14

102,125.72
181.71
249.09
102.556.52
—
102,556.52

9,944.82

—

—
__
__
__
__
—
—
9,944.82
3.000.000.00
—
215.554.68
3.225,499.50
$5,574,537.86

__
__
__
—
——
—
996,106.80
1.000,000.00
225.595.15
2,221,701.95
$2,324,258.47

20.703.57
—
—
20,703.57
—
20,703.57

575.71
—
—
375.79
—
375.79
—

80.00
_
__
__
__
13,288.066.77
—
6.326.50
13,294,443.27
__
__
—
13.294.443.27
$13,315,146.84

_
__
40,829,975.79
—
40,829,972.79
__
__
—
40,829,9?*.**
$40,830,548.58

$392,000.00

(B)

The General Fund includes bank stock after allowance for probable loss in
realization: while in Trust Funds investments are carried at cost less ratable
amortization of any premium paid.

This Balance Sheet includes inventories and fixed assets of Public 8ervice Enprlses and Working Capital Funds only.

(C)

No allowance is provided in Trust Funds for loss on Impounded bank accounts
estimated to total some $49,700.00.

(D)

Of the amount shown $25,000 has been earmarked by the Legislature.

“Colorado Territory”
8UNDAY AND MONDAY
SEPT. 4-5
JOAN CRAWFORD
ZACHARY SCOTT
Sydney Greenstreet, David Brian

Public
Service
Enterprises

LIABILITIES

Accounts Payable ................................................................................................
Due to Other Funds .........................................................................................'
Other Current Liabilities ........................................... /..................................
Total ............................................................................................................
Bonds Payable .....................................................................................................
Total Liabilities ..................................................................................
Reserves:
For Authorized Expenditures ..............................................................
For Authorized Expenditures for Unusual or Non-Recurring
Items .....................................................................................
For Maine Post War Public Works (D) .............. ./W’
For State Contingent Account .......................................................
For Contingencies ..................................................................
For Working Capital Advances (Contra) ..........
For Trust and Agency Funds ............................................................
For Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund ..............
For Prepaid Contributions ...................................................................
Total Reserves ..................................................................................
Working Capital Advances from Other Funds................................

79-82

WALDO

Proceeds of
Other Special
General
Revenue Funds Rond Issues

General
Fund

GENERAL FUND

ALL FUNDS

ANALYSIS OF UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS
SUMMARY OF BONDED DEBT
YEARS ENDED JUNE 30

Balance at start of year .....................................................................
Adjustments affecting previous years’ transactions ..

Additions:
Excess of Revenues over Expenditures ...........................
Lapsed from Appropriations from Unappropriated
Surplus ..............................................................................................
Decrease in Reserves
Reserve for Authorized Expenditures .......................
Reserve for Working Capital Advances ...................
Decrease in Advance to Special Revenue Fund ....
Deductions:
Transferred to 8peclal Revenue Funds ..............................
Appropriations for Unusual or Non-recurring Expen
ditures ............................................................ ..................................
Balance at end of year............................. ,........................... ....... ................ ...

104ft

1»4H

$6,145,930.13
2.784 38

$3,368,461.37
5.686.84

6.148.714.51

2,374,148.21

General Fund

724.954.50

2,764.821.55

Hlklovny Fund

15.000.00

754.10

242.937.40
46.500.00
30,000.00

631.689.40

—

525,488 21

Maine Agricultural Bonds ....

90.000.00

—

86.145.980.18

Figures presented In these aebednlea are subject Ye inch adjustment* ■ a may be aotrS

Unmatured
Ronda
June 30, 1049

$

9

Highway and Bridge Bonds ...
Public Service Enterprlaea
Waldo-Hancock Bridge Bonds
Kennebec Bridge Bonds ...........
Total

57.118.106.41

Innintured
Current Transactions
Honda
New Ronda Matured or
June 30. 1IUH
laaiied
Called

............................................

135.000.00

$

9,880.500 00

510.000.on
1.400.000.00

—

$11,925,500.00

—

45.000.00

90.000.00

1.629.000.00

8.251.500,00

30.000.00

48O.OO0.00
1.400,000.00

$1,704,000.00

$10,221,500.00

—______________

The schedule! aummariaed In this report will be available In more detailed form In the
annual report now being prepared. Requests for the complete report should be made to
the office of the State Controller.
da ring the period between the above date

bud publication of the Controller’s annual report.
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
BORN

IN MEMORIAM

Carey—At Knox Hospital. Sept. 8,
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Carey, a
daughter
Roy—At Gould Maternity Home,
Union, Aug 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Silvio Roy of Burkettville, a son—
Richard Lee.

In loving memory of Arnold
Snowdeal, Jr„ who died Aug. 26.
1935.
We remember you dear baby
Every hour of each day,
Surely we have not forgotten
Though from us you are away.
We still can hear the patter
Of your tiny baby feet,
And still can see your little face,
We long so much to greet.
Life to us is like a shower
That is laden down with rain,
But some day it will be over
The sun will shine, we'll meet again.
Loving remembered by mother,
father, brother, aunts and uncles.
79* lt

MAZZEO IS GOLF CHAMPION

Busy Working

The Rotary Club

TALK OF THE TOWN

(Continued from Page One)
Anyone interested in acting in the
Has a Delightful Session new play production being planned
The executive committee, Mrs.
With Former Gov. Wil by Charles Emery is invited to be
William Talbot, Mrs. Lendon C.
present at 3 o'clock on Sunday aft
Jackson, Theodore Sylvester, Mrs.
bert Snow. Poet
ernoon in the Farnsworth Museum
Carl Griffith, Mrs. Ernest Crie, Dr.
Gov. Wilbert Snow was the stel auditorium. Two girls and one boy
MARRIED
David Hodgkins and Henry Marsh,
Sept. 5—Labor Day.
lar attraction of the day at the in the early 20s and two women
Swazey-Ott—At Rockland, Sept
Sept. 7—City Schools open.
1, Maurice E. Swazey and Barbara
has been holding meetings semi
Rockland Rotary Club, presented around 40 are very much needed.
Sept. 12—Warren: Schools re-open. Louise Ott both of Rockland.—by
on the left-hand side of the green
(By Arthur Flanagan)
monthly all Summer with a great
by Charles T Smalley as eminent
Sept. 14—-Educational Club Picnic. E. R Keene, J. p.
At the annual meeting of the
The Club championship matche and it looked as if he were going in the fields of education, literature
3 to 8.30 p. m. at the home of
DIED
deal of valuable office work being
to
lose
his
newly
won
lead
as
Rog

Universalist
Church at Ferry Beach,
Mrs. Jesse Bradstree t, 57 Suf
Higgins—At Rockland, Sept 1.
done by the planning committee came to a conclusion last Sunday ers put a beautiful drive down the and politics.
folk street, Rockland.
Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe was
Anna Higgins, widow of Capt. Her
Of
these.
Mr
Snow
elected
poetry
Sept. 17—Constitution Day.
made up of Mrs. George Parsons as Arnold Rogers and Nat Mazzeo middle that split the green in two
bert Higgins, age 75 years. Funeral
elected a member of the Fellowship
Sunday at 2.30 p. m from the Rus
battled it out in a riproaring 36-hole and left him a ten-footer for a as his subject to the joy of his aommlttee.
and Mrs. Fred Harden, Jr.
REUNIONS
responsive
audience.
No
report
sell Funeral Home
Interment in
This service is all volunteer work finale in one of the closest and most deuce.
Sept 3—Leadbetter family at North Sea View Cemetery.
can capture and deliver the rare
A new contemporary burst into and the drive through the efforts interesting contests ever witnessed
Haven Grange Hall
Mills—At Tenant’s Harbor, Sept.
Mazzeo was merely able to blast atmosphere of such a talk. It con
Sept. 4—Wentworth family at the 2. E.la May Milks, age 58 years. 1 the editorial sanctum yesterday in of the four P. T. A. groups and in these bitterly fought contests to his ball on top of the mound 35
sisted of readings from the Snow
home of Bertrand Eugley, Lin month, 17 days. Funeral Sunday the persons of O. V. Drew of Vinal the Community Building board will obtain the award of supremacy of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Joss and
feet from tlie cup and he looked as originals set off by remarks which daughter Carolyn have been on a
colnville Center.
at 3 p. m. from Baptist Church,
golfdom
in
the
Rockland
Country
I
haven
who
has
just
added
to
his
not
call
for
a
paid
worker.
Every
Tenant's Harbor.
Interment in
if he had practically conceded the COnveyed a wealth of significance motor trip to New Brunswick and
function as postmaster, the posi cent that is subscribed for member Club.
Just how efficient the classified Seaside cemetery.
hole to Rogers as he quickly got up t0 the disterning listener. For in- Nova Scotia. In Big Harbor they
Willey—At Camden, Sept. 1, Pearl tion of editor of the "Pine Cone" a ships or given as a contribution
Both players started out early and stroked his ball towards the S(ance we gather from this adads in The Courier-Gazette can be
visited Mr. and Mrs. James Evett.
G. Willey, age 75 years. Funeral
was demonstrated to Mrs. Dorothy Saturday at 2 o'clock from St. magazine published every so often goes into the Community Build Sunday morning, neither taking hole.
dress on poetry that Wilbert Snow On their return they visited Mr.
by
the
Maine
Branch
of
the
Na

ing
to
set
up
a
program
that
will
the other lightly, being aware of
Gardner Thursday. She had the Thomas Episcopal Church.
It went as if it were pulled by a is no New’ Dealer.
and Mrs Thomas Sutherland in
tional
Postmasters' Association. benefit your child.
Johnson—At Camden, Sept.
each other s prowess in maneuver string straight and true into the
misfortune to lose her billfold, and
He read "That's All Right and I Caribou.
Mr. and Mrs Walter
Mrs Annie W Johnson, age
Although
the
drive
doesn
’
t
start
"Viv"
takes
up
his
new
duties
with
ing the little white pellet into a cup Rogers missed his putt for a Don't Know," entitled "George Mcplaced a ‘lost” ad in The Courier. years. Interment in Addison
Sukeforth
accompanied them on
the issue now in preparation, and until Sept. 12 the special gifts com hole three or four hundred yards win, leaving Mazzeo still one up Goon" in Selected Poems. AssertAn hour later it was read by a wellthe trip.
mittee,
with
William
Talbot
as
members
cf
the
postal
fraternity
CARD
OF
THANKS
away.
known Grove street resident who
with two holes left to play. Mazzeo ing and illustrating that the radio
To the many friends that came may count themselves in for a real chairman, the organization group
had found the billfold meantime,
Mrs. Gustav Hagen of NewtonIn
the
morning
round
Rogers
did
not let up as he poured another public does not want to face life
from near and far and surprised us
under Mrs. Roland Ware, the busi
and within minutes Mrs. Gardner with their presence and refresh treat.
found the range against Mazzeo 25-footer into the cup on the eighth as it is nor truth in its entirety he ville, Mass., and Mrs. Frolich, pro
ness district with Mrs. Kenneth
was in possession of the lost prop ments and gift of money, we wish
and threw par after par at him to hole and the 35th of the match to read the poem ' Mike.'’ a story of prietor of Ola s Restaurant in Bos
George and Mrs. Oliver Holden as
to say—Thank You. It really was a
erty..
take a three-up lead at the end of end the contest and become cham stark realism out of his own boy ton, were recent guests of Mrs.
co-chairmen are all busily at work
"house-warming'' and cemented old
pion by a margin of 2 up and one hood. One could see his own blood George Avery and Mrs Harry Levas well as new ones—
Thursday. Franklin Creighton of now securing memberships and con the first nine holes.
A free bus will leave Wood's Bus acquaintances
and tears were In lt. Rotarians ensaler.
to play.
many thanks.
At
the
end
of
the
morning
Rog

Milton,
Mass,
paid
a
fine
of
$10
on
tributions for the drive to furnish
Station, Winter street, next Mon
Ann and Alfred Erickson.
grinned
to keep from crying as he
ers
had
Mazzeo
hanging
on
ropess
charges cf speeding on Main street advantages in recreation for the
Perry Howard leaves tomorrow
day night and every Monday night
43 St. George Rd.. Thomaston.
Tom Long won a set of clubs in read.
with
a
two-up
lead.
In
the
after

at
50
miles
per
hour.
youth of our city.
for
Louisiana State College where
thereafter, at 7.30 for the Legion
A humorous poem having to do
the Senior Golf Tournament held
• • • •
The residential section of the noon the match continued with
he
will
be a graduate assistant in
Home beano. The return trip, also
William Welsh, Camden textile
city is being organized by the each player grimly trying to beat at the Portland Country Club. The with the man who missed the boat Sociology while working for his
That Generations
free, will be made at 10.30, after
worker was ordered held by the
prize
was
for
having
the
lowest
the
night
the
Portland
went
down
Tyler, McLain, and South End the other down.
He graduated
the beano.
cheered the Rotarians up again Master's Degree.
court for five days for Massachu PTA groups with Samuel Dow, Mrs.
to Come may
On the first hole they matched score for nine holes-36.
setts officers on a fugitive from jus Edward Mayo and Mrs. Virginia par with fours as they proceeded
A. C. McLoon played in the same _In "Secret” the poet has forever from Harvard In August and while
“Man" is the subject of the Les
there maintained a Dean's List
Remember tice warrant. The court observed
to duplicate the same feat on the tournament and played the last five
Kunesh as chairmen.
son-Sermon that will be read in all
average.
that the Massachusetts warrant al
holes
in
his
bare
feet
—
there
should
Main and Park street workers second hole. On the short 126-yard
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
leged that Welsh had stolen a car to date are Mrs. Donald Borgerson. third, Mazzeo laid a seven-iron have been a prize for that. Charlie
Mrs. P P Bicknell, Mrs, Lenora
Sept. 4. The Golden Text is:
Last night Thomaston defeated
in Sharon, Mass., and was wanted Mrs. Ralph Brackett, Mrs. Kenneth shot three feet from the hole while Wotton in another part of the
Keniston,
Mrs. Lenora Cooper, Bet.
“There is a spirit in man; and the
Rockport 14 to 5, with Jenkins in
there for that offense.
Rogers let his slide off to the right state—Rangeley Lakes walked off the box.
sey and Douglas Cooper and Mrs
Orcutt,
Mrs.
Carl
Mosher,
Mrs.
inspiration of the Almighty giveth
Rockport
used
Fiske,
• • • •
of the pin 25 feet away. However, with a prize in this tournament.
Helen Knowlton motored to Camp
them understanding" (Job 32:8).
Grant and Cavanaugh.
Keith W. Graham of Warren Irvin Hustus and Mrs. Merle
Rogers
stepped
up
to
his
25-footer
1
The
Rockland
boys
do
all
right
ton, N. H„ Wednesday. Mrs. Ken
Hutchinson.
At
Spruce
Head
Thursday
night
pleaded guilty to drunken driving
New Fall hats, by Gage, just re
Industrial workers will be named and nonchalantly rapped it in the on any course—-a putter like Nat the home team beat Camden 14 to iston remained for a visit with her
charges in court Friday morning
ceived at the Clara W. Johnson
cup for a halve as Mazzeo sank his Mazzeo's is dangerous in this dry 5. Teel homered
grandson, Russell Palmer, and the
and paid a fine of $100 and costs next week.
Hat Shop, 375 Main Street, over the
three-footer.
weather Rogers admitted later that
others in the group returned home
Official League Standing
of court of $2.70, The arrest was
Paramount Restaurant..
78-79
At the end of the first afternoon the putt he sank on the 34th hole
W
L OBL by way of the White Mountains
made by State Police on Route 131
through the Notches.
round Rogers was still one up on practically broke his back Another Rockland
1
24
.......
in Warren.
(Continued from Page One)
e e e e
steady long-hitting Mazzeo On the long hitter has appeared on the Thomaston .....
24
•
Lt. Com. and Mrs. J M. Joseph
Irving Johnson of Camden en St. George's score Thursday night. last nine neither player showed scene—Jim Ware from Camden Waldoboro .....
24
10
and
sons Donald, Robert and Peter
tered a plea of guilty on hit and The home team solved the mys fatigue as they continued on with drive the ninth green—316 years Warren
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
17
•
... 16
returned Monday night after spend
run charges and was fined $10 and teries of Halligan's delivery only- their tussle. Rogers played his usu away. It is the first time this has Spruce Head ... 14
20
iw ing three weeks' vacation at their
SPRUCE HEAD
costs of court of $5 The court ruled four times. He fanned nine man:
al steady consistent game in this been done. Last year there were Camden ...........
19
11H cottage at North Truro, Cape Cod,
13
COMMUNITY HALL
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0—4 final round, but Mazzeo caught fire three holes-in-one—Ken Crane, Sr.,
that an additional fine of $30 was Warren
14
21
Rockport ....... ... 10
78-Th&Sat-tf
Mass. Three hours after their ar
20000000 0—2 with the putter and proceeded to Bill Glendenning and Merrill Mento be paid if restitution was not St. George
" choosing a family monu
20
28
5
St. George .....
rival Mrs. Joseph received word by
made to a utility company whose
Batteries, Halligan and Hanna; get hotter than a two-dollar pistol. zie. This year so far, not one. It
ment, your choice is not
Results: Thursday—Rockland 8 telephone of the sudden death oi
only for your lifetime, but
pole he was alleged to have dam M. Smith. Kinney and Dunn Base Then on the fourth hole of the fi cost Vance Norton $27 lately to
for fenerations to come. We can
Rockport 0; Spruce Head 14. Cam
aged in an accident on Main street hits, Warren 10. St. George 4. Er nale Mazzeo hooked one out of play golf. While he was out on the den 5; Warren 4. St George 2 her father, B. J. Halligan in Har
help you find lasting satisfaction
wich, Mass. Mrs Joseph and son
through our wide selection of Rock
in Camden.
rors, Warren 8. St. George 2.
NEW AND BETTER BEANO
bounds, with Rogers straight up course his name was pulled out of Thomaston 4, Waldoboro 3.
of Ages family monuments. Each is
• • • •
Donald returned to Massachusetts
the jar at the American Legion
1VERY FRIDAY NIGHT
the middle.
backed by a signed guarantee to
Friday—Thomaston 14, Rock ( on the 1 o'clock bus and Lt. Com.
Thomaston 4, Waldoboro 3
Have your watch repaired by the
At 7.30 p. M.
you, your heirs, or your descendant*.
meeting.
The
total
is
now
$33
and
port 5,
Undaunted by this state of af
at Thomaston
Joseph and sons Midshipman Mal
most expert craftsmanship, tested
t. Bernard’s Church Hall
I’ll bet Vance won’t miss another
Coming Games
fairs
and
loss
of
a
stroke,
he
laid
Waldoboro
tied
the
score
in
the
colm, Peter and Robert went by
and timed by tne New Scientific
uspices Knights of Columbus
meeting.
Sunday-Waldoboro at Rockland. motor Wednesday attending the
43-tf
Watchmaster machine at Daniels top inning of Thursday night's his third shot 15 feet from the hole
Stash
Sobolesky.
a
young
up-and
Rockport at Camden, Thomaston at funeral services Thursday morning.
darkness intervened and knocked it in 15 feet away for
Jewelers. 399 Main St. Rockland. game, but
19tl and the score went back to seven a par and a halve as Rogers put coming junior member of the club St George, Warren at Spruce Lt. Com. Joseph and sons returned
WARREN,
TEL. 98
established himself as a future Head.
home Thursday night. Mrs. Joseph
Knox-IJncoln-Waldo Counties
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings innings, which meant the above his in easily for a four. On fifth star performer as he maneuvered
Monday—Rockland at Thomas remaining until Sunday.
Rogers put two out of bounds to
Sun and Wed., 7.30 p. m. 431 Main tally.
67-S-tf
around
the
golf
course
in
an
even
St.—adv.
55-S-tf
ton, Camden at Warren. St. George
Thomaston protested the game practically concede the hole and
far Mi mkH
year
par 35 strokes.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Joss and
at Rockport.
make
the
match
all
even.
On
the
after
the
fourth
inning
when
•<*k el Agoe monwmwot or
When European guilds were ac
■torlrer h IdpnHUt (HI ftodk
daughter Carolyn of Ramsey. N. J.,
Bumheimer collided with Dana as sixth Rogers again put one out of
(M Mats turn
tive,
a
man
who
infringed
upon
an

•f Aqm
CAMDEN
IN MUNICIPAL COURT are visiting Mrs. Rhoda Hamilton
other's textile brand-mark was Dana tried to field a bunt. A1 bounds but gamely fought for a
Clemice Preston, Rcdkland, was and Mrs. Emily Murray
AUTMOKIZIB
Mr.
and
Mrs. Daniel R. Yates
punished by having his right hand Barlow, drove home the winning halve when his putt for a four
Mail Orders Filled
(IA1II
run in the fifth inning with a curled around the cup and stayed had as recent supper guests their arrested this morning at her home More Social Items on Page Five
severed.
out, making Mazzeo one up on Ro nephew and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. by Rcckland police on charges of
single.
drunken driving set forth in a war- preserved, cameo like a rare mood
Excellent pitching was in evi gers for the first time during the Ernest Young of Warren.
The Congregational Ladies Circle rant signed by State Trooper Ray of communion with nature. As an
dence, with Dana and Bowman on whole match. On the 212-yard par
gave
a farwell tea and presented Foley. She will appear in Munici- encore the boys joined heartily in
3
seventh
Mazzeo
found
the
trap
1883
1949
(66 years of service)
the mound
GOOD MATERIALS
a gift Monday to one of its mem . pal Court this morning in* answer ^he chorus to "The Hungry Shark,'
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
bers, Mrs. Gustav Gunderson, at to the charges. Foley alleges that "Under the place where he had no
the Parish House. Mrs. Gunderson Mrs. Preston operated a car in chin the shark was a tuckin' of his
GOOD TASTE
and her daughters went Thursday Owl's Head Thursday night while napkin in." And so ended a sig
t takes all three to make you
iroud of a gqod Monument, bet
to New London, Conn., where Capt. under the influence of intoxicating nificant half hour.
a help you. No obligation, of
Visiting Rotarians were given
Gunderson has a yachting position liquor. The Preston car is said
BUILT WITH DOWN EAST YANKEE CARE
ourse.
to make their future home.
to have been involved in an acci- Auld Lang Syne in farewell until
ROCKLAND MARBLE &
Miss Phyllis Cochran of Lawrence dent with a car of a Bangor resi- another year shall, we hope, bring
them back again. Albert MacPhail
GRANITE WORKS
Mass., is guest of her sister, Mrs dent which suffered damages esti called for 100 percent attendance
mated
at
$100.
0 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
Ora Brown.
99 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Sept. 16 when Gov. Linnell is to
Manufacturing Plant, East Union, Me.
TEL. 600
Mrs. C. P. Brown has returned burg, Pa., a grandson, Willard T. make his official visit.
75-tf
TELEPHONE 741-M
from a ten days’ visit in Pittsfield Wight. Camden and a sister Mrs.
Main Office and Showroom, Thomaston, Me. Tel. 175
Louis A. Walker.
55-S-tf
and
Bristol.
N. H.
79*S
‘91
James Bird of Trenton, N. J.
Pearl G. Willey
Funeral services will be held Sat
Pearl Glover Willey, 75, died at urday at 2 o'clock from St. Thomas
Harold Arey. former Vinalhaven
his home. 9 High street Sept. 1, Episcopal Church, Rev William E
boy, who has been a resident of
after a long illness.
Berger officiating.
Dallas, Texas, the past 14 years,
FUNERAL HOMES
He was born In Rockland, Feb.
The Lions Club was entertained is disposing of his business and
28, 1874, son of Capt Mathew K. Tuesday at_the. Lake Megunticook home there and wjth hu brQther
Licensed Lady Embalmer
and Millissa Hall Willey. He was a cottage of Dr Sherwood Armstrong
Rockland Tel. 810
will continue the operation of the
member of the Blue Lodge of Ma The meeting proved to be one of
558 Main Street
A. B. Arey store in Vinalhaven.
sons, and Chapter and the Corn- the most pleasant of the year. Each
Thomaston Tel. 192
x
.
The firm name will be “A. B. Arey
22 Knox Street
mandery a charter member of the member took box-supper and paid Son
Rotary Club; a former member of; a regular supper fee into the fund
'_____ _ _____________________
Ambulance Service
St. Thomas Episcopal
Vestry provided for annual prizes to 4-H
member of the Chamber of Com Club youngsters who lead In pro
merce; a past president of the jects of the year. These prizes will
Businesss Men's Association; mem be awarded in the near future when
ber of the New England Coal Deal, the Lions Club entertains the win
ers' Association; and incorporator ners at one of their meetings.
of Knox County Hospital and a
Charles Lowe was chairman of
member of the Camden Yacht Club the picnic committee for Tuesday
serving for 20 years as the Chair night, assisted by Sandy Adams,
CARL M. STILPHEN
man of its House Committee
LADY ASSISTANT
Tom Aylward, Bun Labarge and
He entered business life 50 years Frank Leonard. Movies of the New
84 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE
ago last July as a member of the York Lions International Conven
firm. Bird Brothers & Willey, Fuel tion were shown after which regu
PHONE 701
Dealers, which later became P. G lar and Board of Director s meet
8 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
Willey and Co., the name it bears ings were held.
Chrysler Corporation
1-tf
today,
Mr. Wiley is survived by his wi
MARTINSVILLE
The Farm Bureau will meet Sept.
dow, Caroline Thorndike Willey; a
daughter, Mrs Nerita Wight, a 13 at the home of Mrs. Helen Hal
son Mathew K Willey of Harris- lowell in Thomaston.

But Had a Rugged Match With Arnold Rogers
—On Other Courses

Social Matters

In Municipal Court

Twilight League

Twilight League

DANCE

I

BEANO

Chester Brooks

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN

A. F. MCFARLAND
BUILDER

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

“A. B. Arey Sons”

DAVIS

---PRICES SMASHED--ON ALL

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

GAS RANGES
REFRIGERATORS
WATER HEATERS
SPECIAL APARTMENT MODEL

OIL BURNING

GAS RANGE

SPACE HEATERS

$79.50

$6950

4 Top Burners, Oven, Broiler and Thermostat

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
118-118 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

Duo Therm—Regular $89.95 Value

A. C. McLoon & Company
376 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 51

AU Cars Made
by
Chrysler

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP
Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, In Automotive
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require
ments.
Come in especially and see our New Large Stationary
Crank Shaft Regrinder.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN

ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL 24
70-tf

MILLER'S
GARAGE
TIJ
DeSOTO, PLYM0UT1
S8-.S1 RANKIN ST.,
r/
ROCKLAND
lst&3d S-tf
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KNOX-LINCOLN FARM AND GRANGE NEWS
FAIL VEGETABLE INFORMATION, Elwin
““
Mank

Jr. Succeeded
By Ashland Native In
Knox-Lincoln Post

Hints From the Extension Service On Storage
Of Vegetable Crops
Any good vegetable storage should
have some means of ventilation,
some method of heating (if need
ed), be rat proof, and insulated.
Last year one grower in Penobscot
County lost over 1509 blue hubbard
squash because of rat injury. This
was a heavy loss since squash were
selling for about 7c per pound. Any
one interested in seeing a good com
mercial squash storage should take
a day off and visit the farm
vin Jordan and his partner ii »
field. (Cumberland County 1. Their

Soil Conservation

squash storage has a capacity of
200 tons. They use an oil heater
to maintain a temperature of about
50 to 60 P. and to hold a low hum
idity. These two growers are con
vinced that the storage bins should
not be over four feet deep. This
keeps rot to a minimum and al
lows for air circulation.
In general the following tempera-e and humidity conditions will
.egetables of different classes
• in good condition m storage.

Darrell Colbath of Ashland has
been named as the new Dairy Herd
Improvement Association supervisor
in the Knox-Lincoln area, succeed
ing Elwin Mank Jr., of Appleton
who served the past year.
Colbath is a graduate of the Ash
land Vocational Agricultural courses
and is looking forward to having a
dairy herd of his own some day.
Mank is accompanying Colbath
about the two counties, visiting
DHIA members' farms to acquaint
him with the work he will do in
this area.

4-H Club News

Approximate
Vegetable
Storage Life
3-6 months White Oak Club Has 100r;
Parsnips
3-6 months
Beets
Completion Of 1949
3-4 months
Parsnips
... 32F
90-95
2-4 months
. 32‘F
95-98
Turnips
Projects
32’P
2-4 months
90-98
Celery
3-4 months
90-98
. 32-34 F
Cabbage
The series of local exhibitions of
32rP
2-3 weeks 4- club work in Knox and Lincoln
Cauliflower .......
90-98
1-3 weeks
. 32*
Sweet Corn .......
99-98
2-6 months counties this month opened Thurs
Squash
... 50-60 P
20-50
3-4 weeks day at Appleton when several
95-98
Tomatoes (green ripe)
... 50-60 F
clubs in the immediate area held
Should You Store Y’our Crop?
of the picture is the chance for
a field day and exhibit
Last year when squash prices higher prices since there is usually
Participating in the all day af
started out higher than usual sev- a very heavy supply shortly after fair were the George: Valley Hust
eral growers asked whether they the harvest, it gives a grower a lers, Jolly Hustlers of Burkettville
good opportunity to hold Ins tiade and the Sunshine Girls ami Hurri
Bhould sell at current prices or put
and you are in a much better po cane Boys of North Appleton.
them in storage. Well, storage does sition to lake advantage ot market
Other local exhibitions scheduled
not guarantee a profit or high changes. With storage some grow for this month are listed below.
prices. Regardless of the vegetable ers are able to grow and handle a
Thomaston, September 12.
stored there is always some shrink larger acreage than they would
New Harbor, September 13.
age, some spoilage, more labor tied otherwise. With competition keen : South Bristol. September 13.
up and you must either rent or own er it would be well to consider your
Jefferson. September 14.
a storage place. On the other side storage proposition carefully.
Warren. September 15.
Aina, September 1C.
Whitefield. September 16.
North Haven. September 16
Dresden. September 19
1. On August 4th Roland Dutch
4. Dr Carruth of the Geneva Sta
Hope. September 20.
of Kennebunk had picked 1002 doz tion in New York State found
West Rockport. September 21.
ens of corn for market and had that Butternut squash was immune
thrown out only eight ears infested to squash borers while Table Queen
with a borer. He dusted four times and Blue Hubbard were very sus
using 3 and 5 percent DDT start ceptible to squash borer injury.
Is Easy and Effective For
ing about June 29.
5. The Baxter Canning Company
the Canning Peaches—
2. Growers will have a good has worked with the "heat unit"
chance to prevent or greatly reduce method of planting peas for two
Leaves “Prettier” Fruit
frost damage on strawberries with years. The idea is to develop bet
For prettier peaches, many Maine
their irrigation systems. This past ter harvesting schedules to avoid
canners choose a cold pack—that
Spring a lot of frost injury to gluts at the viners and factory, packing raw fruit into jars and
berries occurred throughout the While they do not find it perfect, it processing them in a boiling water
State. In some cases the blossoms has been a real help in handling bath canner. The hot-pack method
were killed and in other instances peas. There is some real practi —the choice of many other home
the berries turned out to be hard, cal value in this system of plant canners—is more economical of jar
nubby and cat faced. In trial ing and more canners should try space, for the preheated fruit
work in Michigan they turned on it out. It has also been tried on shrinks and packs more snugly, ex
water when
the
temperature corn but the data is rather limit plains Dr. Kathryn E. Briwa. Ex
reached about 33’. Six to 10 gal ed.
tension Service foods specialist at
lons of water per minute per
the University of Maine
• Fire experts say. never leave
sprinkler head was best.
First, sort out the peaches that
3. The county agents have re samll childrn unattended in a are firm, sound, and table-ripe.
house.
ceived the blanks to fill in for the
6-Ton Corn Club. They will con
tact the growers and canners in
LIVESTOCK HEALTH ODDITIES
early October to determine the
number of farmers producing five
tons or more per acre. It is also
#HEEP EXPOSED TO
important to find out what the
,
SUNLIGHT AFTER EATING
growers did to get the high yields.
ZjSV CERTAIN WEEDS DEVELOP
Temperaturr
... 32-49 F
32-40’F

Relative
Humidity
90-95
90-95

HAVE YOU HEARD THAT-?

The Cold Pack Way

EVERY USED CAR

> *1

<

WE SELL IS

GUARANTEED
A 9* day guarantee is attached
to the good Used Cara we sell.
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you want,

DREWETT’S GARAGE
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Serv.
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. 33-3

46-tf

Fcundali

Haro la real gas.. Pybofax Gas
... Io make your home tasks
easier. You can have a modern
refrigerator, gas range, automat
ic water healer, room healer-all
made lor use with fast, clean,
dependable PYBOFAX Gas.

CZ-125

E

■

BUILT IN SAFETY!

THRIFTY
LIGHTWEIGHT

gas and oil
pennies to ride. Up
miles on a gallon
with terrific accel
and speed.

So frugal on

it costs
to 120
of gas
eration

Built with the preciiion of a watch and the lines of a

Aj,

—

slick bathing beauty. Ride anywhere, any time, on any

rood . . . and enjoy “armchair" comfort,

■uporior BOTTLED GAS Sarrica

irl

Afloy/l

or
*°

female—can

learn

to

ride o

on h°ur- '"'th SAFETY. For only the CZ has

BUILT-IN SAFETY for care-free, trouble free riding. Low

Albert E. MacPhail
MS MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 738

old—male or

center of gravity for perfect balance, 3 speed foot gear

shift,

two-wheel

brakes,

telescopic

fork

with

The use of cover crops to con
trol erosion is becoming more com
mon. but still adequate control is
a long way off. In other words,
cover crops should be used much
more extensively.
Cover crops are used after Sum
mer cultivated crops which are to
be followed by Spring plowing and
seeding of another crop. It in
creases the soil organic matter,
prevents leaching of soluble plant
foods, and protects soil against ero
sion during the Fall and Winter.
Ryegrass and rosen rye are two
of the most common seeds used for
cover crops. Others are available
such as crimson clover, millet, etc.
Every effort should be made to
J obtain the best crop possible. Among
the things to be kept in mind are:
Select most suitable crop; use high
quality seed sow early as possible;
sufficient, moisture to insure ger
mination and growth: cover seed
lightly, especially in heavy soils;
and apply fertilizer at time of seed
ing, if possile.
Further information may be se
cured from tlie Soil Conservation
District office at Waldoboro.

Guests last week at the Down
Easter were, Mr. and Mrs. William
Olson, Springfield,
Mass, Mrs.
Stuart Menzies, Rochester, N. Y„
Mr. and Mrs. W. Dougley, Philadel
phia; John Mantia, Derhert P
Jones, Jr, Ted Mantia, Boston;
Stanley OBrien, South Boston;
Miss Florence Koiner, Dallas Tex
as; William
Ryan, Dorchester,
Mass.; Emily Shorr and Jane
Schuarzherg, New Yark City; Wal.
lace Bilen, South West Harbor;
John Guadin, Clinton; Mr. and
Mrs. Rosario Mazzeo, North Cam
bridge, Mass.;
Dr. Katherine
Wolff and Miss Anna Sienfendorff,
New York City; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Thomas, Readfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Roland McAuliffe, Ivan
Williams, Winthrop, Mass, David
Fitzgerald, Quincy, Mass; Herbert
Goldie, Cambridge, Mass. Dinner
guests Monday were Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. William, Mrs. William Knowl
ton and children ot Webster, Mass
Tuesday, Roy Allen and daughter
of Tenants Harbor and New York
City, Mrs. Ann Richards, Israel
Snow, Jr, of Rockland, Harold
Vinal and party of five; Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Koebner, New
York City, and party of eight, Mr.
and Mrs William Cole, Jr, Mrs.
: Roland Matauck and James and
Richard Matauck; Sunday, Mrs.
’ Cook Sholes, Mrs. I. W. Fifield and
Mr and Mrs. W. G. Skilling and
family ol Cleveland Heights, Ohio;
Mr and Mrs. Emil Coombs, Port
land; Mr. and Mrs. Horace Coombs,
Miss Janet Thomkinson, Rockland;
Mr and Mrs. Harold Schuarzherg
and party of five.

Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
eacli for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

BUYERS
ATTENTION!!!

pneumatic

damping.

Com* /» for a demonstration today!

A member of the famous "JAWA" line of motorcycles
GENTHNER’S SERVICE STATION
WALDOBORO, MAINE

Flea Powder. Specially formulated for can.

J^naiAN, aim Oort.
i«.

TeL Buckland

»u

63-tf

TWO Full-size Cribs, complete,
for sale MRS. JOHN GRIFFIN,
150 Main St., Thomaston.
79*80
BUICK, 1939, $500. TEL. 915-W or
78-80

648-M.

GIRLS’ Cothing, 10 to 12 years,
Coats. Dresses, Blouses, Skirts and
Slacks. TEL, 290-R,________ 78-79

NEW 12-ft. Sail-boat for sale.
Can be seen at 13 Court Street, or
TEL. 557-W.________________ 78-80

SMALL Motor Boat, mooring and
cradle; also small Row Boat. TEL.
NORTH HAVEN 8-13 after 5 p. m.
78-81

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

78-83

35-34.

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS

Grange Corner

Factory

DRY Hardwood, first grade for sale,
mostly maple. Stove length, $18
per cord. HILLCREST, Tel. Warren

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

COMBINATION Electric and Oil
Stove, used. Phone Union 19-3.
CURTIS M. PAYSON.
79'81
SEVERAL Tubs of Trawl Gear
for sale. Price reasonable. WIL
LIAM BUCKMINSTER, Owl’s Head
Tel 30-W1.
79 81
HIGH Pressure 30 gallon Copper
Tank for sale. TEL. 1091-W.
79-81
MODEL A Ford Motor; also car
and truck transmission.
TEL.
1388-M.
79-81
~GIRL'S used Bicycle for sale,
with carrier also extra new tiie
and tube. $18. Call at 303 LIME
ROCK ST.
79 81
COMPLETE KT Commander's
Uniform in perfect condition with
fatigue coat and cap, pants and 2
sets Past Commander's Shoulder
Straps. P O BOX 481, Rockland.
78*80
CHEVROLET Coupe 1933 for
sale. Can be seen at RHODES
GARAGE, Rockport.
78‘80
GARAGE, 12x20, for sale; CHAS
HENDERSON, 19 Wadsworth SL
Thomaston.
78' 80
To Be Held In 11 Towns
BALED
Hay
for
sale.
Delivered
Throughout Knox-Lincoln
or in tlie barn. Contact ARTHUR
This Month
ANDERSON or Tel. Thomaston
168-5.
78*84
North Warren
Acorn Grange
1931 CHEVROLET Sedan lor sale;
Waldo Clark of North Whitefield 4 new tires and 2 spares included.
One hundred percent completion
of project: for 1949 and all organ will show films on Fire Prevention In good' running condition, $125.
Inquire at 19 Ocean -St. or TEL.
ized for 1950 is the record of the at Acorn Grange Hall on Wednes 373-W
78‘79
White Oak 4-H Club of North day, Sept. 7. He will also explain
new laws which have recently, been LOST AND FOUND
Warren.
Mrs. Hazel Gammon, leader of passed. The program of the eveBILLFOLD containing snapshots
this enthusiastic group reports j ning will be open to the public so
and small stun of money, lost be
these officers for next year: Presi all who can please attend.
tween Linds ?y St. and Rankin Blcck
dent. Faye Payson; vice president,
Return to 22 CAMDEN ST., or TEL'
sweetened
peach
juice,
or
even,
if
335-R.
78*79
Morgan Barbour: secretary, Sadie
Common treasurer. Charles Dol- need be, plain boiling water.
DARK-RIMMED.
bone,
Sun
After draining off the anti-dark
ham: color bearer. Alton Gammon;
Glasses lest between Main and
ening
solution
from
the
peaches,
and Cheer Leaders, Flora Wiley and
Berkeley streets. TEL 769-M
fill each Jar with peaches to one77*79
Carolyn Payson.
half inch of the top. Pour in the
Appleton
boiling liquid to cover the fruit,
TO LET
The George's Valley Hustlers 4-H leaving one-half inch space at the
Club of Appleton is organizing for top of the jar.
GARAGE at 64 Summer Street
1950 with Walter Lind as leader.
Dr Briwa suggests pushing a to let. FRANCES H PERRY Tel
79*80
Projects are enrolled for the new knife blade down the jar side to 151-M.
FURNISHED Apartment to let.
year by Frank Hart, Jr, Dean work out any air bubbles. Then
Esancy, Stanley Demuth, John wipe the jar rim clean, adjust the All modem, three rooms and bath.
Adults only. TEL. 172.
78*79
Clark. Albert Moody and Walter jar lid, and put the jar into the
SMALL
Cottage
on
waterfront,
Lind.
canner rack.
for Sept.; full bath, electricity, het
Cushing
The water bath canner should be and cold water, screened in porch.
78‘8'J
Cushing 4-Hers get prizes at ready on the stove, containing TEL. 515.
APARTMENT to let, three looms,
some hot, but not boiling water.
Union Fair too!
with bath, recently re-decorated;
Hop-To-It 4-H Club of Cushing When the jar rack is lowered into electric range and refrigerator;
won prizes as follows at Union the canner add boiling water, if heated; water furnished. Adults
78*79
Fair: Dennis Young, Eggs, 1st; necessary, to cover the tops of the only. TEL. 1568.
Gerald Anderson, Potatoes, 2d; Lois jars an inch or two. Take care
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apart
Delano. Clothing, 2d; Emma Mat- not to pour boiling water directly ment to let. all modern, heated.
78*82
son, Clothing. 3rd: Marian Laine, on the jars, or they may crack. Call at 100 UNION ST.
AVAILABLE Nov. 1 for Winter,
Clothing 3rd; Kay Crute, Clothing, Put the canner cover on, and bring
furnished Apt. at 21 Talbot Ave.
3rd; and Jean Olson, Clothing, 3rd. the water to a boil. Start timing TEL. 76-M.
75-80
when the water bolls. Process quart
Alford’s Lake
SIX-ROOM Cottage to let at In
jars 35 minutes, pint jars 25.
graham's Hill, modern conveni
Timothy Hall of Alford’s Lake
When canning is done, take out ences RILEY STROUT, Box 893,
4-H Club won the ribbon in the
75-80
the jar rack, remove the jars. If City.
bean judging contest held Tuesday
MAINE COTTAGES”
jars are not of the self-sealing
night at the home of the leader,
Located on beautiful body of salt
type, complete the seal. Set them
Mrs. Lura Norwood. George Jacobs
right side up to cool, on a rack, or water in pines. New Cottages with
all modern conveniences, single bed
won the ribbon in tlie contest on
a thick cloth or paper, away from room, living room with studio
woodworking.
drafts. Don’t disturb them till next couch, accommodates 4. Available
through Oct. 15. Two bedroom Cot
says Dr Briwa. Soft, bruised, or day, then tilt the jars to test for tage from Aug. 28. LESTER C.
leaks
and
put
them
away.
damaged fruit should be set aside
BAKER, Pleasant Point, Knox
County, Maine.
75*79
for immediate eating. Fruit se
COURIER GOES WITH YOU
lected for canning is then washed.
BEDROOM with light house
When you, as a subscriber of The
Dip the peaches in boiling water, Courier-Gazette go South or West keeping privileges to let. FLORA
then quickly in cold. This makes or any place on vacation for a week COLLINS, 15 Grove St. Tel. 182-R
74tf
it easy to slip off the skins. As the or six months, phone or write The
TWO
very
good
connected
Offices
peaches are peeled, cut them in Courier-Gazette, and your Courier to let, singly, or as a suite. One
half and remove the pits. Slice will be sent yon, each issue, at no faces Mam street. Central location.
tf Clean, newly renovated.
them if preferred, says Dr. Briwa. expense to yon,
Apply
ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP, 435
To keep fruit from darkening,
Main St. Tel. 1107, city
72-83
FOR SALE
drop the pieces into water contain
TWO very nice furnished APARTing two tablespoons each of salt
GIRDS’ Clothing, sizes 12 to 14 ments to let; electric range and
and vinegar per gallon. The fruit years in excellent condition. Very bath. Tel. 8060. V. F. STUDLEY.
may stay in this solution while reasonable; 10 Ocean St. or TEL 77 Park St, City.
72tf
78*79
boiling hot liquid is prepared for 373-W.
ROOMS. Board oy day or week’
WEBBERS INN Tel 340-3. Thomaacanning.
This liquid may be
toD
nt
WANTED
sweetened syrup made with peach
juice or water, or it may be unAPARTMENT or House, furnished
, or unfurnished to rent for Winter
monthsor longer; have one-year-old
ohild and a dog. TEL, 352-W3
___________________________ 78-79
I AM still cleaning Chimneys;
expert work learned during years
Note These Two Values!
of experience; go anywhere includ
ing out cf town. Tel, 1030-W. AL
A. 25 Acres of Land on Route
For all Chrysler make cars ERT GROVER, 4 Warren St., City. 1. Fine view of Penobscot Bay
77-79
GIRL or Woman wanted as help and Islands. An ideal spot for
Also Dodge parts.
er and companion; good home, no Cabins. Only $2500.
children. TEL. 1162-R.
78*80
B, Large Apartment House In
NELSON BROS. GARAGE LADY desires ride to Florida or
Rockland. Good location. Sound
New York by Sept. 15. Tel 693
515 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
MRS. FRANK INGRAHAM. 25 business proposition. Ask us the
66-tf
Lindsey St., City.
78*80
price.
MIDDLE-AGED Couple desire
caretaker's Position on an estate or
Listings wanted on all types
care for an elderly person; go any
of
real estate and businesses. I
where. Write "COUPLE," ^Cou
rier-Gazette,
78*80
have buyers ready to buy. So
MIDDLE age, single or married list your property with mo.
Woman wanted for clerk work. Some
previous store experience necessary
Write to ’Betty,” %The CourierWEST FARM AGENCY,
Gazette.
77*79
INC.
SETTLED Woman to care for
PULVEX .. KIllS fLIAS elderly
couple full time, room and
Charles
E.
King, Rep.
KEEPS ’EM Oft
fit* POWDER
board and reasonable salary TEL.
HOSMER
POND
ROAD
812-W.
________
77-82
CAT OWNERS: To rid your cat of Hen and
ANTI
®VE8.
O1
m
»,
ChJn»
—
Furniture
bee, be aure to use Pulvea ROTENONB
PHONE 8537.
CAMDEN
old PHD ting., etc . wanted
CARL t

4-H Club Exhibits

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

Engineered Parts

LOW COST TRANSPORTATION/

DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE!

i for Animal Healv

By Roy Gross, Soil Conserva
tion Service. Waldoboro.

VINALHAVEN

STOVE length Dry Slabs, deliv
ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
$15; small load $8. Hardwood sawed
as desired. LELAND TURNER.
Tel. 406-J, after 5 p. m.
64tf
OUTBOARD Speedboat, canvascovered. new. 13 ft. x 4’x4”, price
$175; 3-piece Leather-fumed Oak
Living-room Set. DEWEY WIN
CHENBACH. West Waldoboro.
78*80
REAL ESTATE

At Owl’s Head, (Head cf Bay)
less than two miles from City, the
Catherine Jones, seven-room dwell
ing.* Full bath, drilled well, very
clean inside and out. About 45
acres of hay field and wood. Large
35x70 barn. Sightly view of Rock
land harbor. All this for >6800.
Here's your chance to Own rent
free. Your tenant will pay upkeep,
taxes, etc., cn the Roy T. Byard
two-family dwelling at 129 Main
Street (corner Ot:s>. Pour well
proportioned looms with full bath
in upper as in lower floor. Extra
lot on Otis street, taxed reason
ably and priced at $6251).
For $3250 you can have the Lermond Cottage at Hendrickson's
Point, Owl's Head.
It’s fullyequipped and has large, sheathed
living-room with brick fireplace,
dining-rocm, kitchen with electric
range and five bedrooms. On shore
and near Owl's Head Village
Owner leaving for Massachusetts
and must sell the Larrabee home
stead at 182 Camden Street. Six
rooms on first floor including two
bedrooms Two bedrooms and full
bath cn second floor Nearly new
hot-air furnace; two garages and
about h-acre lot. Excellent op
portunity for couple tc. continue
established overnight tourists busi
ness. Priced at $5500.
FRANK A. WHEELER
General Insurance — Real Estate
Brokerage,
21 No Main St
’
Tel. 830
79-lt
CHEVROLET, 1936, for sale; good
condition, $175.
See HAROLD
CUSHMAN,
Wadsworth
street,
Thomaston.
77*79
DUPLEX House for sale; 7 rooms,
bath and furnace each side; near
schools.
MRS. RAPPLEYE, 30
Granite St., City.
78’80

MILCH Cow for sale. VICTOR
ILOMAKI, R. F. D. 1, Box 28B,
Thomaston.
78*80
DRY Slabwood, sawed stove
length, fast delivery, approximate
cord load, $7.00; Jumbo load, $10.00.
HILI,CREST. Tel. 35-41, Warren.
78-83

Venetian Blinds
* Made To Order.
• Steel—Wood—Aluminum.
* We Install Them At No Extra
Charge.
♦ Call For Free Estimate.

MEREDITH
FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN ST.,
TEE, 1425
ROCKLAND, ME.

OPENING—ROADSIDE STAND
Complete line of Fresh Vegetables,
picked daily. CURRY & BOWLEY,
Talbot Avenue and Old County
Road.
77tf
FIVE Saddle Horses, 3 ponies
cheap. At price you want to pay.
B. McELROY. Tel. 114-21, Vinal
haven.
75*84
BLACK and White Glenwood
Range for sale with oil burner, hot
water coil, oil drum and stand. TEL.
948-M evenings.
78*79

DRY Sawed Slab Wood for sale,
$7 per load. Approximately 1 cord.
Free delivery.
TEL. WARREN
32-22.
76*79

WOOD Lot for sale; 20 acres near
West Rockport on Warren Road.
Mostly hard wood, some pine, oak,
and pulp. No reasonable offer re
fused. H. L. YOUNG. Tel. Camden
467.________________________ 73-79

SIX-ROOM House, automatic
heat, all hardwood floors. Price
$4800. TEL. CAMDEN 4889 Derry
Residence, Camden.
77*82
THREE New International Trucks,
Model KBS-6-176 'WB, Model KBS5-135”WB, Model KB-2 Pickup, spe
cial price for 10 days. See MR.
HANSCOM, Stanley's Garage.
___________________________ 78*80
AFRICAN Violets, Gloxinias, Star
of Bethlehem, Begonias, Ivies, Suc
WANTED
culents, etc THE DEAN'S, Green
SMALL Mounted Grindstone for house, 325 Old County Rd. Tel.
heme use, wanted. One Two-burn 348-J.
74*79
er Perfection Oil Stove, or equiva
lent in good condition. TEL. 430.
79*80

Venetian Blinds

HOUSEKEEPER-General, about
Oct. 1 to June 15, Brookline, Mass.;
2 adults, room and bath; driver’s
license desired, not necessary Write
"General,” r; Courier-Gazette.
75*80
WANTED to buy dry Pine Lum
ber. 1 and 2 inch stock. Write
"LUMBER"
Box H, Thorndike
Hotel, City.
74-79
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN
HUBBS, 69 Park St. Tel. 199-M.
_ _____________ _ _________ 75*80
I-ET US ESTMATE
YOUR FLOOR NEEDS
We handle Bonny Maid Linoleum
Products, Versatile and Fi’emont
Rubber. Tel. 467-M1.
77*79
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It shop, 102
Union St Grove St. entrance Tel
94-W. EVA AMES.
74*79

Best Quality
Most Sizes—Immediate Delivery.
Free Installation
TEL, 939

United Home Supply
579 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND
61-tf

ANTIQUES: Dutch Cupboards, Ad
ams Mirror, Cherry Dropleaf Tables,
Long School Bench; Large Walnut
China Closet: Good China and
Glass. Price.-, reasonable. FRED
BONSAL, Brasier Cottage, Warren
ton, Glen Cove. Tel. Rockland
1238-M____________ 67*79
100*; WOOL Rug Strips for sale
Use
for hooking or braiding. 45c a lb. Mall
orders filled Tel. 523, THE REMNANT
SHOPPE
64 tf

MISCELLANEOUS

CALL 939

TIRES replaced on Baby Car
riages, Carts and Tricycles. RAYE'S
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St., City.
79*8*91
This is to notify all persons that
after this date I will pay only these
bills which I personally contract.
Donald Kliewer.
Rockland. Aug. 30, 1949.
77’79

For Free Estimates on
Inlaid and Other Types
of Flooring.
Let Us Solve Your
Problem of Poor Floors.
Guaranteed Installation.
Time Payment Plan Available.
61-tf

PROBLEMS? Send 5 questions *1.
91
Stamped envelope to REV RUTH MA
THIAS. 827 Broadway. Everett Mass
Pol) Dave readlne
ton

Rugs wear better if they are
based on newspapers. Bundles 10
cents and up at The Courier-Ga
zette.
62*aw

STEEL Raila 60 lbs., several thousand
feet for sale.
Good for boat railway,
or lumber yard to stack lumber. JOHN
MEEHAN & SON, Clark Island.
Tel
Rockland 21-W2, A C. Hocking ZenJ
ant's Harbor
Tel. 56-13.
SS«

WASHING Machine and Wringer Roh
Pick up and deliver. Tai.

Repairing

SUrrLt

“Tfi® OAR A HOWS
jjy

GRANITE LIVES FOREVte

J/tUitifCjcd
Gas Ranges
THE GLENWOOD
Gas and Oil
THE TAPPAN
Gas

Pier Stone. Outdoor Fireplaces Rip Ran
for Breakwaters and Piers, Boat Moor
ing. and Chain, Culvert Stone
"EVERYTHING IN ORANmr*
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN »i SOB
Clark Island. Ms
Tel. Rockland 21-W3
A. C. Hocking
Tel. Tenant'. Harbor M-1B

4-V
CONCRETE Product,

for ule—Buri
vaults, septic tanks, building posts
outside concrete work, air oompreaaos
work.
ROBERT O. BURNS. Tel 143#

al

----------------------------------------

Gas Water Heaters
THE SERVEL
GAS REFRIGERATOR
It’s Silent
SOLD AND SERVICED BY

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TEL. 6L

Stone Walks, Flagging, Wall Stone.
Paving. Property Markers. Honor Rolla

ROCKLAND, ME.

n-tf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS

ANY TYPE OF WELDING
<vm

Rowling’s Garage
178 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MW,

TEL. SM-W ‘

A
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Notices Of Appointment
I, Willis R. Vinal, Register ol
Probate for the County of Knox,
in the State of Maine, hereby certi
fy that in the following estates the
Karsens were appointed Adminis
trators, Executors, Guardians and
Conservators and on the dates
hereinafter named.
DAISY A. TORREY, late of St.
George, deceased. Aug. 10, 1949
Everett L Torrey of St. Georgs
was appointed administrator, and
qualified by filing bond on same
date.
BLANCHE B SHADIE, late of
Rockland, deceased. August 16,
1949 Samuel B Shadie of Rockland
was appointed executor, without
•bond.
If MARY ALICE GRAY, late of
Thomaston, deceased. August 16,
1949 Mary Osgood Sprowl of Thom
aston was appointed executrix, and
qualified by filing bond on same
date.
GEORGE H. JACKSON, late of
Rockland, deceased.
August 16,
1949 Bernlece L. Jackson of Rock
land was appointed executrix, with
out bond.
ROSE A. DYER, late of Warren,
deceased. August 16, 1949 Fred C.
Dyer of Warren was appointed
Azcutor, without bond.
EDA A. BRADSTREET, late of
Vinalhaven, deceased, August 16,
1949 Edgar H. Bradstreet of Vinal
haven was appointed executor,

plete and particular description of
said premises. J
Also hereby conveying all real
estate situate in said Town of War
ren now owned by me whether
specifically described herein, or not
which said real estate has been ac
quired by me either by purchase
or by descent from my mother, the
late Ida E. Mank, or in any other
manner
And whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken.
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of
the breach of the condition tnereof
I claim a foreclosure of said mort
gage.
BRYAN M. CLARK,
July 11, 1949
79-S-85

LOBSTER Pot Heaas knitted to
order.
EDITH HEARD.
Te!
1047-W2.
79*81 I
Mrs, Tauno Manner and nine of her c barges in the Warren nursery group.

SUMMER SCHEDULE

SUMMER SCHEDULE

NORTH HAVEN

VINALHAVEN

Starting June 6th

PORT DISTRICT
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY, E. D. T.
Starting June 1 to October 1

< Daily Except Sunday E. D. T.

Leave North Haven
Arrive Rockland
Leave North Haven
Arrive Rockland

Leave Vinalhaven,
6.30 A. M. Arrive Rockland,
7.45 A. M. Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,
12.15 P.M.
Leave Vinalhaven,
1.30 P. M. Arrive Rockland,

eave Rockland
9.00 A. M.
rrive North Haven
10.15 A. M.
Or Arrival New York Train

7.00 A. M.
8.30 A. M.

1.00 P. M.
2.30 P. M.
4.15 P. M.
5.30 P. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

7.45 A. M.
9.00 A. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

9.30 A. M.
11.00 A. M.

Leave Rockland
3.30 P. M.
3.30 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
4.45 P. M. Leave Rockland,
5.00 P. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven,
Or Arrival 2.35 P. M. Train
Starting Sunday, june 2«, to
On Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip leaving Rockland at 2.15 P. M.
SEPTEMBER 11, INCLUSIVE
Saturdays, leave Vinalhaven at 5.30
Will run Sundays leaving Roek P. M.
land at 8.30 A. M. Arriving North
STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 1#
Haven at 9.45 A. M.
Will run Sundays. Leaving Rock
Leave North Haven at 3.45 P. M. land at 8.45 A. M. Arriving Vinal
Arriving Rockland at 5.00 P. M.
haven 10.15 A. M.
June 26th to September 11th extra
Leave Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M. Ar
trip from North Haven every Satur riving Rockland 5.00 P. M.
day P. M. Leaving North Haven
Leave Rockland 5.15 P. M. Arriv
at 6.00 P. M. Arriving Rockland ing Vinalhaven 6.45 P. M.
1.15 P. M.
(Subject to change without notice)
"(Subject to change without notice)
R. L. Brown, Mgr.
Pl 44-47/48-tf inside
42-45pl/46-tf inside

Warden Appoints Dr. Mann Of Camden As
Dr. Campbell’s Successor

W’arren Grange

D. & H. HARD Coal and New
River Lumpy Soft for sale; deliv- I
ered anywhere in Knox County.'
Tel. Thomaston 62 J. B PAUL- !
SEN,
79*81 j

<

I-

The public is invited to movies
Warden J. Wallace Lcvell of the
shown by Roland Genthner of
Meenahaga Grange after their next Maine State Prison announced
Friday afternoon that Dr. David
meeting Sept. 6 at 8.30.
V Mann of Camden has been ap
White Oak Grange
pointed as prison physician, suc
White Oak Juvenile is planning ceeding Dr. Fred Campbell of War
on having their graduation on Sept ren, who resigned recently after 19
23 during the lecturer's hour.
years’ service at the Thomaston
Seven Tree Juvenile nas Deen in- penitentiary.
' vited to attend and if they have
Dr. Mann wil! continue hi.- prac
any to graduate to bring them.
tice in Camden as usual
Flora Wiley of North Warren
The new prison physician is a
and Nola Castner of Waldoboro graduate
of
Virginia
Medical
will graduate.
School in the class of 1942 and in
terned at Central Maine General
Georges River Grange
A good number of our members Hospital in Lewiston and Quincy
attended Pomona at Sheepscot Lake City Hospital in Quincy. Mass
He practiced 10 months in Port
Grange in Palermo on Aug. 2.
They report a fine supper and a land prior tc entering the Army
good program. Everyone was es Medical Corps in December 1943

A GOOD Young Guernsey or
Jersey Cow; just freshened. Tei.
Thomaston 62. J. B. PAULSEN.
79*81 I

FOR SALE

NEW PRISON PHYSICIAN

Grange Corner
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

A cute little 3-room House with ,
hardwood floors, a flush toilet, an '
electric hot water heater. Immedi- 1
ate possession can be had. Only
$3200.
without bend,
An 8-room House near everything
MATTI KAARTI, late of St.
to see it, then tell me how near
George, deceased. August 16, 1949 ask
$5000 you will offer for it.
Salmi K Lantz of St. George was
Another 8 room House with an I
appointed administratrix, and qual extra lot land for $3800 or without ;
ified by tiling bond on same date.
extra lot extra lot $3500.
RALPH D. MURRAY, late of
Thanks for reading these values.
Rockland, deceased. August 16.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
1949 William Murray of Rockland 163 Main St., Rockland, Me. Tel. 739
Mas appointed administrator, and _______________________ 79-lt
qualified by filing bond on August
NOTICE—On and after this date,
17, 1949.
I refuse to pay any bills except
NANCY E. AYER, late of Union, contracted by myself. MAXWELL
deceased. August 12. 1949 Hazen PAYNE. Warren.
79-81
H. Ayer of Winchester, Mass., was
SMALL Coupe or hdlf-torTpickappointed executor, without bond.
Curtis M. Payson of Union was up Truck wanted. BERT COLLAMORE. Tel. 274-W.
79 it
appointed Agent in Maine.
INFORMATION has ccme to the
SUSIE S MOREY, late of Rock
land, deceased. August 23, 1949 possession of Miss Blanche Ingra
Cleveland D. Morey of Rockland ham, South Main street, concerning
was appointed executor, without the identity of the person who now
has her pocketbook, which was
bend
< EVELYN B. CROCKETT, late of mislaid shall we say. a short time
Stockland, deceased. August 16. 1949 ago. She desires to avoid trouble
John B. Crockett of Rockland was and notoriety and therefore will
appointed executor, and qualified by take, no action if the pocketbook
and the money it contained is
filing bond on August 26, 1949.
mailed to her or left at 169 SOUTH
Attest:
MAIN ST.. City.
79*80
79-S-85
WILLIS R. VINAL.
SMALL Cottage at Sandy Shores.
Warren, to let over Labor Day and
Legal Notice
month of September. TEL. 656-W
Whereas, Clifford L. Mank of or Warren 5-4.
79’it
Warren in the County of Knox,
WOMAN wants Position as maid
State of Maine, by his mortgage
deed dated the third day of May, or will work by day References.
VELMA STEIN, 97 Union St. Tel.
1943, and recorded In tlie Knox 970-M.
gg.j,.
jaunty Registry of Deeds in Book
^73, at Page 282, conveyed to me,
SECRETARY for Rockland office
of Personal Finance Company.
the undersigned.
Qualifications:
Age 19 to 26. good
Three certain lots or parcels of
land, together with the buildings personality with high school edu
thereon, situate in said Warren and cation and at least one year of
being the same premises conveyed business experience. Office hours,
to this grantor by Llewellyn Mank 9 to 5, five day week. Vacations
by deed dated October 1, 1928 and with pay. Unusual savings plan.
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, Apply ROOM 204, Farnsworth
79-lt
Book 219, Page 324, to which deed Building.
and the record thereof reference is
A ROLL of Bills <$40 in fives and
made for a more complete and par tens) lost in this vicinity between
ticular description of said premises, Monday and Wednesday. Reward
excepting therefrom the wood and Write “FINANCE” care Tile Cou
M mber as conveyed by this grantor rier-Gazette.
79-it
said grantee by deed of even date
TOMATOES for canning. Fall
herewith.
Vegetables and Sweet Cider for sale
Also another certain lot or parcel STILES FARM, Camden Road.
of land situate in said Warren and Rockport.
79*81
being the same premises conveyed
TEAM Work wanted. Horses ana
to this grantor by Clara L. Ander man will go anywhere. Fcr reason
son by deed dated May 6, 1918 and able rates write M. D.,
The Cou
recorded in Knox Registry cf Deeds, rier-Gazette.
79*81
Book 237, Page 366, to which deed
TWO Nice Family Ccws for sale
and the record thereof reference is
made fcr a more complete and par They are priced right, and are
ticular description of said premises right in every way. A real trade.
Also another certain lot or parcel DICK MONSON, Johnson Farm,
land situate in said Warren and Chickawaukie Lake, Tel. 65C-J.
79*81
ing the first lot described in deed
to this grantor by Llewellyn Mank SOME real litre Shoats, from 50
dated October 6, 1928 and recorded pounds up for sale Come and see
in Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 214, them. DICK MONSON, Johnson
Page 192, to which deed and the Farm, Chickawaukie Lake. Tel.
record thereof reference is made for 656-J
79*81
a more complete and particular
LARGE
new
Circulating
Colman
description of said premises.
Also another certain lot or par Heater (oil) $75, May be seen at
cel of land with buildings thereon LUCKY STRIKE ALLEYS, Cam________________
79-81
situate in said Warren and being
A YOUNG girl would like place
the same premises conveyed* to this
grantor by Bessie R. Benner, guar to stay while attending High Schocl
dian by deed dated October 19, in Rockland. Call TEL. 853-W3.
1932 and recorded in Knox Registry
79 80
Jp Deeds, Bock 168, Page 324, and GABARDINE Hooded Raincoat,
by Bessie R. Benner by deed dated size 10, $5; Brewster Ski Suit, size
September 12, 1932 and recorded in 10, $5 Tel. 1317-M MRS 4RNOT D
said Registry Book 237, Page 353 to SALMINEN. 44 Fulton St., City.
which deeds and the record thereof
79-lt
reference is made for a more com

PORT DISTRICT

Farm Bureau Nursery Projects Growing

pecially interested in the talk on
Grange subjects by State Overseer.
Lewis Guptill. How the Grange
got its name was of particular in
terest to many as they hadn’t
heard just how the order did get
its name.
Tlie blueberry season is passed
and with the extremely hot weather
we had in picking time it must
be a relief. The weather didn’t
halt pickers at Claudius Knowl
ton’s, where 94 boxes of winnowed
'berries were picked by four men
in one day.
Many of our members spent a day
or an evening or both at the Union
Fair and report a good time.
The Grange will hold its first
fair on Oct. 12. Members are
working to make their maiden ef
fort in fair production a success.
Outdoor play has featured the Simonton program this Summer with mothers in charge of the program.

trav.ltr with suggestions for places
1 to see and to stay—special events,
fairs, and other Autumn activities

Owl’s Head, Simonton and Warren Bureaus
Have Groups In
Operation
’ p‘“Tlie
_

“d °tourist

exceptional

service

1 work cf the Damariscotta Bureau

The nursery group idea is grow
ing with the Farm Bureau mothers
of this area with three now in op
eration. The first project was that
of the Owl's Head Farm Bureau
last Spring which has now been
followed by Simonton and Warren
Younsterss are cared for by one
of the mothers or by a person en
gaged for tlie purpose to permit
the mothers to attend Farm Bureau
sessions. Children and mothers us
ually gather at the Farm Bureau
meeting place from the noon meal
with the little ones being returned
to the care of tlie supervisor for
the afternoon.
In Warren, Mrs. Tauno Manner
cares
for the children
while
mothers are at the meetings. Both
indoor and’ outdoor play, all super-

Made Slight Error
Whal a Waldoboro Man
Learned When He Tried
To Cash a Check

CLASSIFY

A Waldoboro man was in the
city yesterday and got the sur
prise cf his life.
In a Main street grocery store he
asked tlie clerk tc casli a check for
him
T will if it isn’t too large,”
said tlie clerk.
' Oil, it’s only $5.“ said the Waldo
boro mail.
Tlie clerk agreed, but upon scan
ning the check asked its owner if
lie would be willing to settle fcr $5
"Sure
replied the Waldoboro
man; "why not?"
The clerk passed tlie check back,
tiie man looked at it, and almost
fell over backward.

ONE-ROOM Apartment to let.
Private entrance, best location.
TEL. 1328-M between 7 and 9 p ni.
79' lt
WOULD tlie party that picked
up tlie package by mistake Friday
afternoon in E. B Crockett's 5&10,
containing two, pair of boys’ pants,
kindly return. Reward One pair
very valuable as they are suit pants.
TEL. CAMDEN 476.
79’lt
X42t) Warren Cottage for sale
on lovely cove. Sleeping facilities
fcr six, electric pump, flush closet,
lavatory,’ row boat, float and three
acres of land
Seclusion. Quick
sale price.
R435 Warren. Square colonial
Porter < formerly Buxton) place for
sale, including old furniture This
place has finally come on tlie mar
ket.
S. A. LAVENDER.
Insurance & Real Estate.
Thomaston,
Tel. 369.
79-30
SMALL Yellcvv Kitten los: We. UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mitchell of nesday night. Tel. 1229-M. MRS
ERWIN SPEAR. Rankin St.. City.
Milton, Mass., were guests Wednes.
79-it
day night of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Hawes.
Miss Madolyn Hawes will return
to Boston after Labor Day, having
spent a two weeks vacation at her
home

T:.i check read, net $5. but $590.

Norman Trow, barber, has moved
from the Andrews Block to the
IOOF Block Warren. Open Tues
days. Fridays and Saturdays, the
same as before.
adv 78-79
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

IF YOU HAVE PLENTY OF MONEY,

vised, is on the prdgram.
> ls unsurpassed in all cf Maine, and
Mothers take turns in caring for
benefits to its region and to the
Schools will begin Sept 6.
the Simonton younsters. Here, rec- Slate are greater than mcst< realize
Mrs. James Reid and children of
reational equipment lias been made The appreciation which visiters
available to the children which h*--(fjfPress for this reliable and exten Hallowell returned home Thurs- ’
day after spending a few days with
cludes teeter boards and slides.
sive service given by the Bureau
All nursery groups have been reflet s most creditably upon Maine Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Payson. Caro
line Reid had been guest of her
supplied witli toys which have been as a piace t0 vjsjt
made by tlie mothers in classes.
A total of 18000 Maine visitors aunt for several weeks.
The objects range irom nested cans have already received information
blocks and scrap books to teddy
vear on rc, ajes accommcdaOWL’S HEAD
William B Adams Jr., of Cape
bears and dolls to keep the small tlons> shops craft-work, recreation
fry amused during meeting hours ,,nd many ’other int crests. With Cod and David L. of Kennebunk
Displays of the Owls Head, Si- another month of service to come, Beach have arrived to spend the
inonton and Warren Farm Bureaus these figures w,„ j„cleafie lo 20.000 remainder of the Summer at the
home of their parents. Dr and
at Union Fair took the nursery or ,nore visitors for tile season,
group idea lor their subjects and
records show many hundreds Mrs. W B Adams.
showed the work which has been of reservations made, and couptless
Classified ad writers are getting
done. Simontons exhibit took first people cncouraged to spend more
prize of the seven Farm Bureaus ime in seeing Maine, and told of a real break in The Courier-Ga
exhibiting at the fair.
the historical and scenic points of zette. The small, hard-to-read type
interest, activities, etc., throughout has been replaced with big, bold
the State. Every aspect of Maine easily read letters, even more ef
life is of interest to tile tourist— fective than before. No increase in
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Frost were
industry, agriculture and crafts price either, 50 cents for once, three
70-85
Expected
That
Damariscotta
men, boatbuilding boat rides—in times for a dollar.
hosts to the Albert H Newbert As
Information
Bureau
Will
fact
any
subject
imaginable
will
sociation last night at their home
Tlie practice of kneading dough
be of interest ti- aonieone and will
Have 20.000 Visitors
on North Main street with 24 mem
with tlie feet originated in Egypt
no inquir. d for if it relates to
This Summer
bers present and one guest, Sher
and continued into modern days in
Maine.
wood Frost, present. An outdoor
The Damariscotta Information ; vjsitors have registered from every Scotland.
picnic supper was enjoyed. Assist Bureau will bp open over the Labor ' state and U S. p .sse. sion; from 15
ing hostesses were Mrs. Doris Jor
Dav week-end from 9 a in. to 9 foieign countries, and when the Budan and Mrs. Florence Philbrook.
A short business meeting was held iJ m- an addition ol one hour to reau season is completed the last
wtith Mrs. Belle Frost presiding.
usual evening schedule, which of September, records will show
Plans were made for a banquet to should greatly benefit travelers oil , the largest number of visitors of
| any season since it first opened in
be held at Beach Inn, Lincolnville u s- Route 1
The
Bureau
will
remain
open
1935.
,
Speedometer Repair Work On
Beach, Sept 30. Those planning to
All Chrysler Make Can
attend will call Mrs. Frost for res through September to give extended ; The fame of the Damariscotta
service
to
recreational
facilities
in
'
Information
Bureau
and
its
reliable,
ervations and transportation. The
regular meeting, Oct. 7, will be its region, and to help the Fall -u'eUigent service, combined with a
515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
......
-------------‘cordial and friendiy welcome brings
held at Masonic Temple. Hostesses
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf
Mrs. Theodore Bird,- Lt. Com. and to it an increasing number of
will be Mrs. Helen Bean, Mrs. Gert
Mrs. Jasper Akers. Mrs. Clyde War- , visitors and helps to make many
rude Boody, Mrs. Clara Watts and
ner, Mr and Mrs. John A. Black, j new friends for tlie State of Maine.
Mrs. Lida Gonia
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Bird. Mr. and , —---------------------- - —------------- Mrs, Ellsworth T Rundlett en Mrs. Robert Hudson, Mr. and Mrs
tertained recently at the home of John H. McLoon, Mr. and Mrs
her mother, Mrs. John O. Stevens, Donald Leach. Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
Talbot avenue, honoring Mr. and land Sleeper, Jr., Dr. and Mrs Her
ELECTRICIANS SINCE 1918
Mrs. Robert M. Allen of Skowhegan man Weisman of Rockland, and Mr.
RADIO
SINCE BROADCASTING BEGAN
who have been spending a month’s and Mrs Vaughn Clay of Water
l-tf
vacation at a cottage at Pleasant ville.
Beach. The highlight of the eve
ning was the presentation of a mas
terpiece of art, community brain
"SPEEDY"‘S* STAPLES GARAGE
child of the group to Mr. Allen,
who the past few months has
shown an ambition to become a
GIMME TH WORKS, DOC ( WE WERE REFERRING
/ 1 DIDN'T KNOW
OH MV~
TO YOUR NEW PAINT JOB
modern Michael Angelo Late sup.
(
HOW
,
I TOO CARED, C.IPLS
NOT
YOU.
FUNNY
p
^handsome!
< HOP IN.
STAPLES
per was served by the hostess. In
FACE!
vited guests were: Mrs. Pauline
GARAGE
Ur/
Bartlett, Nathan Farwell, Mr. and
DIO A BEAUTIFUL JOB ON

Social Matters

I.ATE TO

TOO

He served as a Captain of Medical
Corps in tire United States and
with the Fifth Air Force in the
Pacific
He has been in general practice
in Camden since October of 1946
and is a member of the medical
staffs of both the Kncx County
General Hospital and Camden
Community Hospital.
He holds
membership in the American Medical Association, Knox County Medi
cal Society and the American
Academy of G neral Practice.

DON’T BOTHER TO READ THIS
ADVERTISEMENT
F”—

DOUBLE FEATURE
with

Open In September

TOP-TO-TOE

MID
MODUlfflO/V

E

See the big Gibson
Freez’r Locker and
Fresh'ner Locker —
you'll want them In
your new refrigerator.
See how Gibson Cold
Modulation preserves
color, flavor, vitamins
AND WEIGHT of your
food . . . for daily
economy, for better
living. Easy to own/ ""
Liberal Terms.
COME IN TODAYI

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning

Nelson Bros. Garage

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

MY CAR
NOW X NEED A
GOING OVER SO I’LL
MATCH UP WITH IT.

. . the RIGHT Cold
AND Moisture for
EACH KIND of Foodl

YOUR LOCAL FRANCHISED DEALER
GIBSON ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS, AND ELECTRIC
STOVES. DEEP FREEZERS.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS AND DEEP FREEZERS.
MIRAL
STOVES.

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS

AND

AD

ELECTRIC

MONARCH ELECTRIC COMB. AND GLENWOOD

GAS AND OH. STOVES.

KITCHEN KRAFT AND YOUNGS

TOWN KITCHENS COMPLETE.
EASTERN MAINE’S LARGEST AND LOWEST PRICE

APPLIANCE STORE.

SHAWMUT BANK FINANCE

VERA’ SMALL DOWN PAYMENT, FREE DELIVERY.
NO METER TO l’EFD
NO RUNNING OUT FOR CHANGE

NO WORRY ABOUT YOUR REFRIGERATOR NOT OPER

ALBERT C. MANK & SON

SUROtOH

20 Years Experience

ATING BECAUSE YOU FORGOT TO FEED THE METER
NO FOOD SPOILAGE WHILE YOU ARE AWAY FROM HOME.

Best of References

HOUSE PAINTING
Rv Day or Contract

STAPLES GARAGE

Tel. Warren 32-33
Write Waldoboro R. F. D.

78*83

TEL. 2498,

ROCKPORT, ME.

NO ADDED COST OR EXPENSE OF’ A METER.

HAROLD B. KALER
WASHINGTON, MAINE.

TELEPHONE 5-25
79-82

*
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THOMASTON
New* anrt Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Ten members of the Beta Alpha
Club were present Wednesday at
Mrs Eleanor Clark's cottage at
Lermond Pond.
Mrs. Susie Ausplund of Rockport
is to teach a division of the large
first grade which will be divided
Other teachers at the Green Street
School are: Sub-primary, Mrs.
Priscilla Crockett; first grade, Mrs
Susie Ausplund and Mrs. Lenora
Davis; second grade. Mrs. Stella
Robinson; third grade, Mrs. Lura
Libby; and fourth grade. Mrs.
Hazel Young At the High School
building, the teachers are: Princi
pal, Woodrow Mercier, sciences and
social studies; Glenn Morris, who
holds a master’s degree: Mrs Flor
ence Gardiner. English and mathe
matics; Mrs. Ella Gatcombe. Eng
lish and French; Miss Nathalie
Hall, commercial subjects; Frank
Vaitones. industrial arts. Eighth
grade. Norman Moulton; seventh
grade, Mrs. Sarah Montgomery:
sixth grade. Miss Rebecca Robert
son: fifth grade. Miss Lois Benner
Donna Rogers entertained a few
classmates Thursday at her parents'
cottage at Jefferson Lake. Guests
were Rae Clark, Vivian Robinson.
Kay Keizer, Kathleen Libby. Jeanine Spaulding and Mrs. Horace
Keizer.
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Kalloch
have returned to New Haven,
Conn., after spending a week with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Kalloch.
There will be one session Tues
day at the Green Street School on
the opening day in order that the
teachers may attend a meeting.
Mr and Mrs. George Creighton
have returned to Milton Mass., af

way to Bar Harbor. Iliad read of RICHARD SPALDING HODSDON
SEARSMONT
its coming, and promptly wrote to
Richard Spalding Hodsdon, LieuMr. and Mrs. Lester Herrick of
Mrs. Alec Bruce and daughter
iContinued from Page One)
Miss Lucille Bruce, passed the
Rear Admiral E. W. Eberle, chief tenant junior grade,- United States Rockland and Mrs. Myrtle Sherman
cause I did not know what sort of
week-end with Mr. Bruce in Cam
of aircraft operations, asking if the Navy, son of Lieut. Commander of Camden called on Mrs. Mary
a reception I might expect from
Salisbury Sunday.
den, where he has employment.
the distinguished actress. But I ship could not pass over this city.! Richard »P. Hodsdon, United States
Miss Grace Babcock, R. N„ is
Merle Tolman is a surgical pa
might have spared my qualms for I was emboldened to do this from Naval Reserve, and Agnes (Green) now in Auburn doing field work
tient at the Maine General Hospi
the
fact
that
I
had
known
Ad

Hodsdon of South Thomaston and
she figuratively received me with
that vicinity.
tal. Po. tland.
both arms, and talked so freely miral Eberle several years when he Hyannis, Mass., was killed in a
Mrs. Victoria Hilton has re
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Smith of
came
to
Rockland
with
the
Board
mid-air crash between two planes
and lengthily that it was well past
turned to South Norwalk, Conn.,
Laura Brown
Portland were recent guests of Mr.
of
Inspection
and
Survey.
By
re

near
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
about
10
my lunch hour before I got away,
Smith’s father. Frank Smith, Pleas
Funeral services for Mrs Laura and what had seemed to be a short turn mail came his reply:
oclock Thursday morning, Aug. 25, after spending a vacation at the
parsonage here.
ant street.
“I have directed the commanding while on a training flight.
Brow'n, whose death occurred Aug. interview developed into a threeofficer of the Shenandoah to fly He was born in Lynn, Mass., Feb
Mr. and Mrs. Manley Spearin 28 at her home in Rockland were installment article
SIMONTON
who passed a vacation of two weeks held Wednesday at the Headley Fu
I may mention at the outset over Rockland if practicable for 13, 1923. For seven years he lived in
The Farm Bureau booth won
at the Lloyd cottage, returned Wed neral Hem; , Rev. C. M Muir. East that Annie Russell was feted by him to do so ”
Reeds Ferry. N. H., where his
And thousands witnessed the father was Headmaster of McGraw third prize at Union Fair. The
nesday to Bangor
loyalty when she appeared in GarOrange. N J. officiating.
flight,
little dreaming that the { Institute, and there received most
lick's
Theatre,
London.
Mrs. Doris Candage has returned
Mrs. Brown was 81 years of age,
committee was Mrs. Glennis MorIn 1906 played title role of "Ma ship was doomed to early destruc of his elementary school training. ton, Mrs. Iris Cropps and Mrs.
from Rockland where she was a widow of Freeman A Brown and a
He graduated from Gorham (Me.) Alyce Alexander. The local 4-H
surgical patient for several weeks former resident of this place, hav jor Barbara" in Salvation Army tion.
I had an interesting experience High school and attended the Uniat Knox Hospital.
ing lived here with her family over play written by George Bernard
Club also took several prizes.
Shaw. who she found fully as ec- j in connection with another famous I versity of Maine for one year. He
Miss Catherine Williams, owner 40 years. She went to Rockland
Mrs. Gladys French. Mrs Roy
centric as the world has, but soon tlix igible. the German craft, Graf attended the United States Naval
and manager of "Bridgeside" Hotel to make her home in 1947
Gilley and Miss Judith Gilley moZeppelin. It crossed the Atlantic Academy at Annapolis, Md„ from
She was of a quiet and kindly lost her fear of him.
went Wedntsdaj’ to Weston. Pa
tored to Appleton recently with
‘
I
met
Mr.
Shaw
at
the
first
in the early Summer of 1926, and Which he was graduated in June, Joseph Morton and called on
Mrs. Lucy Wadsworth who has disposition, devoted to her home
reading of the play, "Miss Russell despatches said that it would carry 1944 with a class standing of numfriends.
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. and family. She was a lover and
told me, "and what impressed me mad back to Germany from Lake- ber 272 in a class of 915 men
Mrs. Elmer Hamilton and daugh
Blanche Davison at Bath is a pa successful grower of flowers and
most forcibly was his own apparent hurst, N
; At the age of 7 he began the ter Diane have returned after
tient at Bath Memorial Hospital. during her life here made many
detachment from what he had
1 had no acquaintances in the study of the violin under Professor visiting the past week in New
Mrs Edna Johnsen and daughter friends.
written. He was a charming mild- German Republic so I wrote to Schiller of Manchester, N. H„ and Hampshire.
She
is
survived
by
three
sons.
Dr.
Miss Mary Johnsen have been pass
mannered man, even while reading President Von Hindenburg. In due , beCame so proficient that he played
ing several days at their home here. Freeman F Brow’n, Sr., Ralph
the most devastating criticism of season I received a letter from 1 with the orchestra of the Manches. had baptized his son. Officers whJ^
Brow'n
of
Rockland;
Dewey
Brown
Miss Dcrothy Asiala of Cam
his plays. He became very good Gen. K. Von Tippelckirch, Ger- j ter institute of Fine Arts and later had been his associates came from
bridge. Mass., has been guest of of Richford. Vt.; two daughters,
friends,
but I have never seen him man consul stationed in Boston, while a student in Gorham High as far away as Chicago and Key
Mrs.
Hugh
Rossiter
of
Lynbrook,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Konsta
He wrote:
School, he played the viola with West to pay homage to his mem
since the play was produced.
N
Y„
and
Mrs
Martha
Brogan
of
Asiala. for two weeks.
Reichepraesident
Von
Hinden1
Portland Symphony Orchestra ory.
"The
play
proved
to
be
a
success
The Cemetery Committee reports Rockland; one sister, Mrs. Frances
berg directs me to express to you He also studied the violin under
but
not
one
of
his
greatest
because
Lampherc
of
Waterford.
Conn.;
that the sum of <156 was netted
his best thanks for your thought- j professor Fisher of Portland and
Read The Courier-Gazette
seven grandchildren and eight great it was too radical for the period in
which it was produced. The press ful letter of Oct. 26, sent to him j Professor Cuinbelleb of Waterville,
will be at 11 a. m., the subject, grandchildren.
Interment was in the family lot flew into a rage of criticism be via the dirigible Graf Zeppelin, | After being graduated from the
"The Church's Task -The Equip
and to assure you that he appre Naval Academy he served for a
at
Ocean View Cemetery and a cause of the attacks it made."
ment of the Saints.”
ciates the feelings of sympathy | year as navigator on the Destroyer
DANCE
I
asked
her
what
her
favorite
Services will be Sunday morning profusion of beautiful floral offer
roles
were
“
All
of
them,"
she
said.
shown
therein
to
him
personally.
McCalla
and
participated
in
sev

ings
gave
silent
testimony
of
af

at 8 o'clock at St. John's Episcopal
fection and esteem of friends and But I loved Viola in “Twelfth J ®° my collection of newspaper eral of the actions in the Pacific
Church.
TONIGHT
! souvenirs continues not only a let- Theatre. After the cessation of hos
Bearers were George Nlght .<
Sunday School wifi be at 9.45 a. relatives.
tilities
he
was
sent
to
Dallas
and
I
enjoyed
a
very
intimate
friendter
f
rom
Mw
Austrian
Minister
of
m., at the Baptist Church. Morning Gray, W. F. Coombs, Jr., L W.
LAKEHURST
ship with the late Edward W. Bok War but one from the President' corpus Christi, Texas. Pensacola,
service will be at 11 o'clock. Paul Sanborn and A. H. Cobb.
and
Banana
River,
Florida,
where
Stewart will be the speaker. This
Those from out of town to attend because we were both enthusiastic i of ^le German Republic,
DAMARISCOTTA. ME.
There came to Rockland one 1 he received his training as an air- I
will be the Christian Civic League the service sw’ere Mr. and Mrs. baseball fans, and watched the
of Maine service. The Gospel ser Dewey Brown, Richford, Vt.. Mr. games in Camden together several night in 1913 Joe Knowles, the j piane pilot. Later he was attached
vice will be at 7 p. m.
and Mrs Hugh Rossiter, Lynbrook. seasons. He presented me with an man who gained country-wide no- . to the attack squadron on the CarMass will be celebrated Sunday N. Y ; Dr. and Mrs. Freeman Brown autographed copy of his book "The toriety by going into the North I rier Franklin D. Roosevelt and was'
and His Orchestra
Woods .naked, there to gain his attached to that vessel while she
at 9 a. m., at St. James Catholic Sr., Mrs. Martha Brogan, Mr. and Man from Maine."
Mr. Fuller had heard me often 1 own subsistence, and remain sev- I was in European w'aters. Upon their j
Church.
Mrs Ralph Brown and daughter,
refer to Mr. Bok and I introduced eral weeks. It was, of course, a I return to the States his squadron I
Miss Ruth Brown, Rockland.
Mrs. Carrie Fificld recently en the latted to him one day when he newspaper stunt, but be that as it was transferred to Jacksonville,
tertained
at dinner at the Down had come into the office to say may, he came out of the woods na where he .acted as pilot in-1
Due to the intense dry weather
Cc-medy replaces drama next
Easter
Inn,
Mrs. V. H. Shields, goodbye to me on his way home. arrayed in a bearskin and appar- { structor
week on the Lakewcod Theatre
The day following his graduation | last week, Saturday, August 27,
And out of that incident grew ently benefited by his experience.
stage with the selection of the North Haven, Miss Carrie Pendle
Knowles came here at the request from the Naval Academy he was dance was cancelled.
ton,
Brookline,
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
F.
the
fact
that
Rockland
today
has
famed farce. "Cradle Snatchers."
that impressive structure the Wm. of the Rockland Chamber of Com- ( married to Barbara Rieger, stepto succeed "The Winslow Boy." the M. White.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Stuart
Calderwood
Bok Home for nurses For Mr. Bok mcrce, and was tendered a com- ; daughter of Admiral and Mrs. Will
current success shew which lias
and
daughter
Janice
of
Albany,
N.
and Mr. Fuller became great plimentary banquet at the Narra- d. Wright, UJS N., (Ret.). He is
Wallis Clark topping the cast.
gansett Hotel. He brought along. survived by his parents, his wife,
A magnificently funny show— Y., and Mrs. Llewellyn Kinney of friends, and the latter was em
his bearskin coat, and those of us I and a son. Richard Spalding, Jr.,
Mystic,
Conn
,
were
guests
the
past
boldened
one
day
to
ask
Mr.
Bok
which won laugh upon laugh dur
who sat near him were soon aware who was born Dec. 2, 1948, at Nor-!
ing its year's Broadway run— week of Mr. Calderwood's mother. why he did not build am memorial
of the fact.
j folk, Va
Mrs.
Maurice
Calderwood.
to
his
brother.
The
idea
was
"Cradle Snatchers” concerns three
The
Knowles
escapade
was
the
He was buried with full military!
Mr and Mrs. Robert Perkins and promptly
accepted, and I hope
husbands who are co-rpletely un
cause of many heated debates,, honors in the Arlington National
daughter
Dorothy
of
Springfield,
those
who
ride
over
White
street
aware of a brewing domestic revolt
Rockland citizens being pretty Cemetery on Monday. Aug. 29. The
ItLtPHONE
892
as they blandly depart for a week Mass , are guests of Mrs. Perkin's will take into account the incident
evenly divided as to whether or I services were conducted by Chapparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Snow

which
made
the
gilt
possible.
end "hunting trip." Their wives,
AIR COOLED
Mr. Bok never lost an opportun not it was a fake. I had my sus- ; lain Admiral Thomas who had 5
having reached the point where man.
been
Chaplain
at
the
Naval
Acadj
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Wilmore,
to
prove
his
generosity.
Some
P
lclons
ity
they resent neglect by their mid
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
A great many years ago the \ emy all during his training there.
dle-aged husbands, come to the daughter Barbara, son Harry an I years ago when lunds were every
Thomas
E.
Shea
Company
came
j
who
had
married
him,
and
who
J
Miss
Frances
lnimhof
of
Cleveland
where being raised for the benefit
II
merry conclusion that they deserve
regularly to Farwell Opera House ----- ---------------------------idnntiii list
as much fun as the males of their Heights. Ohio, visited the past week of China he sent me a check for
OUT OF
and produced popular priced plays
III SlKigl
households, and promptly engage a with Mrs. Alton Arey at "Old har- $100 to be given the Rockland com
n
Its
nighty
fury
and
which attracted large audiences.
mittee.
trio of young college boys as their borvue."
hckfrnH!
The
troup
contained
a
baseball
VIOLENCE
Mrs. Everett McHenan, Mr. and
I have already told you of my
escorts.
team and I played opposite to the
COMES THE
"The Winslow Bey, " which com Mrs. Charles Harris and daughters meeting with Dr. Allen Roy Dafoe,
actor as shortstop. Shea later went
pletes its week's run Saturday Jane and Kathy have returned to who officiated at the birth of the
FIRST
to London and gained considerable
night, depicts the trial cf a young Naugatuck, Conn., after spending Dionne quintuplets so I will not
GREAT
fame.
again enter upon that topic I
boy for theft as seen through the the Summer here.
And Testing Of All
For many years he had a Sum
STORY
count that as one of the Red Let
eyes of his family, all of whom are
Kentucky was the first state west
mer
home
at
Northport,
where
I
Chrysler
Products.
ter
days
of
my
career.
OF
THE
in some way affected by the catas of the Alleghenies to become a part
Before the county embarked in renewed acquaintance with him a
trophe which has befallen them
diamond
of the Union
the first World War the German few years before his death in Bel‘
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
COUNTRY!
steamship Kronpringressin Cecilie fast'
from the cake and candy sale held
Aug 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Caldcrwood
and daughter. Miss Janice Caldcrwcod of Albany, N. Y. and Mrs.
Llewellyn Kinney of Mystic, Conn.,
were recent guests of Mr. Calderwoed's mother, Mrs. Maurice Cal
derwood.

VINALHAVEN

ter visiting his mother. Mrs. James
Creighton and Mrs Creighton's
mother. Mrs Grace Andrews.
The hot lunch program will be
continued at the Green Street
School under the supervision of
Mrs. Robert Spaulding. It will
start Wednesday and will serve the
second, third and fourth bus chil
dren. Later it is hoped the pro
gram may be extended to accom
modate more children.
Prof. Edward Robinson who
teaches at the State University of
Kansas has returned home after
spending the Summer at his home
on Main street.
Orient Lodge. F A M., will hold a
stated meeting Tuesday night at
the Masonic Temple
Mrs. Myra Strong has returned
to Malden, Mass., after visiting
Mrs. Grace Andrews She accom
panied William Creighton who re
turned to Milton. Mass., after visit
ing his grandmother. Mrs. Grace
Andrews.
! The Pentecostal Church will hold
a convention Sept. 3-5. Morning
service will be at 10 30; afternoon.
2 30: evening. 7 o'clock. There will
be special speakers
All children entering the first
grade are to report Tuesday morn
ing to register.
Mrs. Victoria Murdyk of Green
lawn, N. Y. has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Malcolm Carney and
John Mudryk, a brother of Mrs.
Carney who just returned from
Japan Walter Doxey. brother-inlaw of Mrs. Carney has returned to
Hempstead. N. Y.
Church News
The Federated Sunday School
will open Sept. 11. Morning service

LABOR DAY SPECIAL
Don'/getMo this

Memory's Realm

Joe Avery

NOTICE

Lakewood Theatre

Now Open

fix...TRADE
BEFORE TROUBLE /

STRAND

0% of all tire trouble occurs
i the last 10% of tire life Bet?r check your tires—and trade
IOW if they're worn.

TRADE FOR NSW

good/Vear
TIRES

$7.95

6.00x16 MARATHON
plus tax

Bitler Car & Home Suppl

Speedometer

Repairing

COURIERS AVAILABLE IN WARREN

470 MAIN STREET,
TEL. 67
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS

AT

RIVERSIDE RESTAURANT
AT THE BRIDGE IN WARREN
The Courier-Gazette fan Now Be Obtained at

These Motors Fully Guaranteed

The Riverside Restaurant

Three issues per week—Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
79*80

AMAZING •««« TRUE!
SAVE up to $17.50 per window with
the NEW WOODEN
//

was interned at Bar Harbor. Among
the officials on board who came to
Rockland on the steamer Mt. De
sert, homeward bound was Lieut.
Paul Strauss, with whom I struck
up an acquaintance.
One Sunday it occurred to me
to write the Austrian Minister of
War to see if Lieut Strauss arrived
safely home, but in reality to ob
tain
the Ministers autograph.
Weeks passed without a reply but
one night I received a chocolate
colored envelope containing a re
ply but printed in Austrian lan
guage.
After many inquiries I found
two men who could translate it.
One was Gov Cobb; the other was
Carl Moran. The letter said, in ef
fect, that the Department did not
know what had become of Lieut.
Strauss.
Many readers of this article will
remember when the dirigible Shen
andoah flew over Rockland on its

can see Tom Shea now starring
in The Count of Monte Christo'"
and other plays which gained lame
for him.
I had thought to conclude this
"Flirting with Fame" series in this
issue but I find that I have not
yet reached the Lindbergh feature,
and perhaps a few other matters.!
So bear with me patiently one
more issue
(To be concluded)

& SCREEN

$715

MUST BE REBUILDABLE
— SEE US TODAY—

SELF-STORING — 20 -YEAR

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

Average
Site

There's no other window lilt*
the new "Jiffy" on the market.
Compare for price—"Jiffy’s"
about I/) the cost of similar
windows. Compare for quality
—"Jiffy" is equal to any. Be
wise! Compare "Jiffy" before
-'ou buy.

• Screens NOWI Sform
Windows this winter.
• Changes in a Jiffy.
• Hang "Jiffy” yourself.
• Made by one of America'
largest manufacturers.

LET US PUT A NEW HEART IN YOUR CAR.

Complete

By-the-Arch — Where There’s Plenty of Parking Space

TELEPHONE 720
515 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CAMDEN, MAINE - TEL. 2330

I

PARK

Borameunt pr*>.n)t
BURT
PAUL

LANCASTER * HENREID
CLAUD!

PIT!!

RAINS * LORRE
h HAL WALLIS' production
to*

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Crime Hunters of the

Ruling Rails!

SUNDAY, 11,30 P. M.

CAMDEN THEATRE

“IT’S A
GREAT FEELING”

TODAY ONLY

. GIANT CASH NIGHT

Mana Montez, Dennis O’Keefe

“SIREN OF ATLANTIS”

DOORS OPEN 11.00 P. M.
All Seats 60c tax inc.

and

“Who Killed Doc Robbin”
st'NDAY AND MONDAY ~
ALSO SUNDAY NIGHT AT 11.3*

Labor Day Midnight Show
“THE GREAT SINNER”
Gregory Feck, Ava Gardner

k CtORCE

Coal Burning Tank Heater .... $13.50
ALSO

4.65

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

S*d'fchnbMSM~
LAURA

PAUL

KW£S ELLIOT VALENTINE

Ijoretla

0"Kle< b, WILLIAM C. THOMAS

YOUNG

HOLM

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
Double Feature

“TRAIL OF THE
LONESOME PINE”
“GERONIMO”

SPECIAL

White Toilet Seats.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

EYTHE

WILLIAM

■

__ . . , HEN<Y mi
KOSTEt

STARTS THURSDAY

LAST TIMES TODAY

“LAW OF THE
GOLDEN WEST”

jtCHNICOl-O'’

MONTE HALE

NEWS—CARTOON—SERIAL

AND

1/2” Galvanized Pipe ... per foot

.09%

CAMDEN HILLS THEATRE

GUARANTEE

Passmore Lumber Co.

DODGE—PLYMOUTH SALES, SERVICE

66-tf

MIDNIGHT SHOW

Combination
STORM WINDOW

515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

PRESCOTT & CLEMENTS

THIS WEEK—FINAL 1949 PRODUCTION
TUESDAY THROUGH SAT. and MON. LABOR DAY
Another THEATRE-IN-THE-ROUND Production
the satirical comedy

PLUMBING AND HEATING

“MAJOR BARBARA”

BELFAST, MAINE

Evenings at 8.20 in the CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

By George Bernard Shaw
RESERVATIONS, TEL. CAMDEN 3083

78-79

77-79

A
Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Social Matters
For social items in The Courierjjazette, phone 1044. City.
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Mrs. Charles
Morton
enter
tained Hate-To-Quit-It Club Wed
nesday afternoon at her home on
Franklin street, prizes were won by
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. Lizzie
French and Mrs. Cora Smith.
Guests were Mrs. Harvey Voorhees,
Mrs. Eda Marshall and Mrs. Hattie
Davies. Light refreshments were
served.
t
Mrs. Harvey Voorhees,
who
spent the Summer with her sister,
Mrs Charles Morton, has returned
to her home in Medford Hillside,
accompanied by Mrs. Morton, who
will be her guest for a few weeks.

Mrs. Andrew E. Perkins of 104
North Main street, has been visit
ing friends in Bath for a few days.

Miss Betty Libby and Miss Ethel
Dennis are visiting Miss Dennis’
^andmother in Worcester. Mass.,
this week.
Miss Mary Libby has returned
home after spending the Summer
at Medomak Camp.

Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent
were guests of Mr and Mrs. Everett
Payson Sunday at their cottage
Megunticook. Supper
of baked
beans, fresh corn, salads, pie, cake
t^nd coffee was served. The after
noon was spent on the lake, jaunts
through the woods and in other
interesting ways, all spelling plea
sure for those participating. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pack
ard, Mrs. Allie Blackington, Mrs
Lizzie French, Mrs. Lizzie Murray,
Mrs. Carrie House, Mrs. Susie
Karl. Mr. and Mrs. Payson were
genial hosts and all expressed
Ifreat pleasure upon departure ai
8.30 for their homes.

RUBBER STAMPS

whole arrangement is open to one
and all, customers and one with
pilferage in his heart as well
No one was home, or at least no
one answered the door in answer
to several knoks. so a further
heckup of the most unusual busi
nesss was made.
Sure enough night crawlers were
bedded down with moss in a baske.
underneath the porch, only a few
feet fi >m the cash box. A sign on
a short stake with "Night Crawl
ers' on it pointed to the location
of the receptacle in the cooines
under the shadow of the porch.
Another sign which had the Ion
word “Bait" on it, pointed down
a path to the brook about 5
yards distant. At the last bend in
the path, another sign pointed to
an elaborate setup of tanks at the
edge of an almost dried up brook
Ingenious damming had kept the
tanks fil ed and minnows were
there in plenty for any fisherman.
A dip net, still damp from use by
■ ome purchaser of not too long beore rested on the top of the tank
—Photo by Cullen
containing minnows
The smelt
tank was devoid of live specimens Tanks with running brook water house the minnows and smelts for the
Over customers; all on the honor system.
probably as the result of a rush

business that day.
There isn't much to tell about
the owner of the business as I have
never seen the gentleman to my
knowledge. Several calls at the es-!
tablishment to get a story have |
met with failure. I checked the I
sign more than once on calls to J
meet the owner just to make sure i
he was £till in business, and the'
plan is still working.
That a man exists who has such
faith in his fellow man is amazing;
let alone the fact that he hasn’t'
been trimmed time and again by
-ome one who saw the chance to
make a fast nickel and took it; or
someone short of change helping
themselves to the money in the
can.

Opportunity Class
Packs Christmas Box For a
Familv In Africa—Other
Matters Transacted

Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist Church met with Mrs.
Bernice I,each
Masonic street.
Thursday night The welfare com
mittee reported [lowers, fruit or
cards sent to five members and
19 tal^ made on sick and shut-ins.
A Christmas box for the Peck
Family in Africa was i»acked by
Mrs. Corris Randall, Mrs. Ella
Gross. Mrs. Carolyn Mitchell. Mrs
Hattie Richards and Mrs. Frances
Sherer.
It was voted to change the an
It is estimated that more than
nual
banquet lrom November to
1500 cities in the United States
January It was abo voted to adop.
have installed parking meters.

KNOX BUSINESS COLLEGE
406 MAIN STREET,

a pledge plan for raising the class
missionary funds A large collection
of attractively wrapped gifts were
brought to send to a shut-in member of the church.
The president appointed this
nominating committee: Mrs. Clara
Emery, Mrs. Helen Bean, and Mrs
Alice Kaler. Mrs. Ethel Colburn,
program chairman, presented read
ings and a competitive game Re.reshments were served by Mrs
Fannie Pinkham. Mrs. Nellie Ma
gune and Mrs. Francis Sherer.
Members present
were: Mrs.
Helen Bean. Mrs. Anna Brazier,
Mrs. Carrie Brown. Mrs Ethel Col
burn, Mrs. Catherine Collins. Mrs.
Cfara Emery. Mrs. Clara Gregory,
Mrs. Anna Harriman. Mrs. Bessie
Knight. Mrs. Bernice Leach, Mrs
Nellie Magune, Miss Alice McIn
tosh, Mrs. Fannie Pinkham, Mrs.
Hattie Richard-, Mr . Margaret
Robbins, Mrs. Rose Shaw, Mrs
Frames Sherer Mrs Evelyn Smith
Miss Blanch Sylvester. Mrs Maude
Tibbetts. Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson
■md Mrs. Lena Young. Bety Lou
Williamson was a guest.

You Have Been
Waiting For It And—

HERE IT IS!!!
file

jiffy

storm

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IMPORTANT ALI. ENTRIES BE IN BY

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

TO PARENTS

RESIDENCE TEL. 45 M: COLLEGE TEL. 192-W

79-80

sturm

ami

screen sections in-

. r inng'd in a jiffy.

IT’S NEW
IT’S REVOLUTIONARYLOW PRICED

As low as $8.75
Installed

Ph-ne or write for free estimates

TRINIDAD
ROOFING CO.
Il PARK ST..

College this Fall?

Millions of Americans

Choose Our Shoes Because
We Know How to Give

The MOST
■for the

79-81

BELFAST ROAD

If so, keep

Juvenile

Moccasin

" S. rO'.’TE 1.

town news by subscribing to the

paper which gives them all the

CAMDEN, MAINE
TELEPHONE 8301

doings of R .11. S. and their

friends back home.

ISAST

SPECIAL NOTICE

Subscription to

High Tide Will Be Open On Labor Day and Will

The Courier-Gazette
—Pnoto

Cullen

Earl Dyer's advertising drpartin if sn . accounting department rest
beside his back door in Camden. G -I voc- n-« n bait, make your own
change and depart, seems to he tlie iheme of this unique business.

Close for the Season Labor Day Night.

Sept. 15 to June 15. $3.85

79-lt
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Endicott
Johnson

Genuine
Goodyear
welt. Brown
elk. Leather
sole specially treated
for extra wear. Rubber
heel. Medium to wide
widths. Sizes 12’/i to 3.
346 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

AT THE

Invitation

On Order at

furs is measured by

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

which went into them.

378 Main Street

the quality

Tel. 870

The new collection will enhance our

Rockland, Me.

reputation for exceptional fashion

ELECTROLUX

and outstanding value.

VACUUM CLEANER

You are cordially invited to sec it.

SALES AND SERVICE
BOX 333.
ROCKLAND

* undated styling

Are A Lesson In Values For Opening

73‘S’79

* lasting beauty

•NYLONS--

* true value

DANCE
-NA -

51 gauge sheer--

Only 69c Pair

Slightly Irregular or They'd Be Lots More . . . Exquisitely Sheer.

Every Saturday Night

* Dependable Quality

76-S-tf

1

* Year Round Service

•SLIPS--

values up to $2.99-

Now

$1.00

Lacy and Tailored (3 Lengths). Lovely Fabrics. Get Several at This Price.

y

* KNOW YOUR FURRIER

BENDIX WASHER

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

DeLuxe Model
Never Used (three years old)

MODERATE PRICE
/I S

Delivered in Rockland
Write

•BLOUSES-

values to $3.99-

Now $1.00

Quality Made and Styled. Important Values.

A BENDIX
WASHING MACHINE

G. A. RICHARDSON
STONINGTON, MAINE

78-82

TEL. 1494

I OCKLAND, ME.

HIGH TIDE TEA ROOM

them in touch with the home

The pleasure you get out of your

SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HA(X

screen

Is your hoy or girl going to

ANY SIZE

*

and

combination window self storing

Community Building drive, an
FRIENDSHIP
nounces these workers, Mrs. Walter
*
Fr iendship Temple. P. S., resumes
Spaulding, Miss Ellen Newman, and
meetings, beginning Sept 6. Im
Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson Jr.
portant plans will be discussed.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lake have Refreshment committee will be
returned from a vacation at Edna Packard, Josie Burns and
Hampton Beach, N H. Enroute Ruth Prior.
home they were overnight guests
Based on O.P.A. and Department
Thursday of Mr .and Mrs. Clitfon
cf
Commerce figures, it is estimate;
Cross in Milford, Mass.
that the 1947 total sales volume cf
Mr and Mrs. Alfred L. Nichols the country’s restaurants and hotels
and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lake exceeded $11,330,300,COO.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry H Randall ,
have had as guests their daughter,
Mrs. Eleanor Herrick cf Washing
ton, D. C., and their granddaughter,
Mrs. Guy A. Merry and sons Rich
ard and Randall of Hyattsville, Md.

If you like steamed clams, you
know how luscious they are, but
the shells are a bit on the clutiery
side—throw them in an old news
paper. Bundles of old papers, 10
cents and up at The Courier-GaMtte.
62*aw

Earl Dyer Of Camden Operates a Bait Busi
ness On the Cafeteria Style

Hosnital Notes

Mrs. Maurice Ruben and dangher Joyce of Roxbury, Mass., and
Mrs. Philip Krupp and son George
of Brookline, Mass., who have been.,
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Smalley ’
have returned to their hemes.

Park Street Lunch Taxi is better
fitted to serve you than ever oeiore
—three cabs at your service. Tel.
838-R
adv. 74-tt

Self Service Isfln Order

FAITH IN HIS FELLOW MEN

Mr. and Mrs. F. Arthur Murtaugh
of
Framingham, Mass., Mr. and
Joseph received many gifts from
his invited guests who included Mrs Lester Sealey and Mr. and
Mary Glover, Karen Duff, Martha [ Mrs. Charles Wincapaw of Natick,
Earl Dyer of Camden either has
Jean Dalton, Charlena Whitehill, | Mass., were recent guests of Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Grindle,
Old
unbounded
faith in the honesty of
Martha Grossman, Sheryl Nelson,
his fellow man or just doesn’t give
Judith and Janie Segal, Faye Tib County Road.
betts, Edward Hallowell, Donald
Miss Vivian Oakes of Portland a hoot if he does get stuck occa
Nelson, Billy Karl. Samuel Glover
will be the week-end and holiday sionally by a person or persons
and Blaine Cousens. Mrs. Ruth guest of Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury, Ma unknown.
Dalton, Mrs. Ingrid Nelsen and Mrs.
He runs a bait business at his
sonic street.
Eleanor Glover were special guests.
Rawson Avenue home on the hon
Mrs. Howard Edwards entertained
Mr. .and Mrs. Frank A St. Clair the Wednesday Night Club at her or system with the customers in
vited to serve themselves and then
and son Jerry and Mr-—and Mrs. cottage at Crescent Beach with the
place
the correct change in a canI
Zeller of Milburn, N. J., have been husbands as special guests. A de
guests at the George L. St. Clair licious fish chowder supper was in a box by his back door.
The sign by his back door reads:
cottage. Cie cent Beach
enjoyed followed by a social eve
ning. Present, were: Mr. and Mrs
NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS
Miss Georgia Stevens and Mrs.
Theodore Andrus, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Duff entertained at a din
I operate on the “Honor SysEarl Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
ner party Wednesday night at Miss
tem’’. To assure you of getting
Raymond, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Stevens’ home on Main street hon
bait when I am not at home,
Lindsey, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
oring Mrs. Harry Collins of Cam
you will find live bait in bait
Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Winden. Mixed zinnias flanked by tall
box in brook. Help yourself and
chenbaugh, Miss Elizabeth Shapiro,
white tapers were used as a cen
put money in can. Thank You.
Mrs. Robert Merchant and Howard
terpiece of the dinner table with
Earl Dyer. Smelts ...... per doz.
Edwards.
other bouquets used effectively
Minnows ................. 75c per doz.
throughout the rooms. Dinner was
Night crawlers, under
served by candlelight. Following
shed ........................... 3c each
dinner Mrs. Collins was presented
Admissions:
Mrs.
Marguerite
a shower of dainty gifts. Guests Orff, Waldoboro: George E. Ben
Underneath the sign by the Dy
were Miss Sylvia Adams, Miss ner, North Waldoboro. Discharges:
er
back door is canned foods wood
Gloria Witham, Miss Ruth Emery, Mrs. Helen K. Orne, Mrs. Everetta
Miss Pauline Stevens, Mrs. James Compton, Mrs. Mary Smith and en box in which there is a can for
|
Moulaison of Rockland and Mrs. son, Mrs. June King and baby girl, the change and a note pad for the
customer to record the sale. The
Frank Sawyer of Camden.
Mrs. Ada Moody, Peter Ferrero,
Mrs. Edward Grindle, Captain of Mrs. Alice Call and baby girl, Mrs
Ward 7 team of the PTA and Edna Yewdall.

Mrs. Edward Gordon and daughter
Suzan Beth have returned home ■
after spending three weeks with
her parents, Mr and Mrs. Morris ;
Oransky Portland.

Joseph Nelson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Nelson entertained in
Abe game room at his Granite street
nome Wednesday in honor of his
fifth birthday. Shirley Nelson and
Blaine Cousins served refreshments
from the bar which included sand
wiches, chocolate milk, ice cream
and two attractively decorated
birthday cakes, one the handiwork
of Mrs. Eleanor Glover and the
other Joseph's mother. Favors of
candy baskets were given eaoh
guest. Billy Karl received the prize
djfjr pinning on the donkey's tail,

will leave tomorrow for Hampton
Beach, N. H„ where they will have
a cottage for a week. While there
they will make several trips to
places of interest in the vicinity.

PageSevnT

FURS AND CLOTH COATS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK

16 SCHOOL ST.,

TEL. 541,

ROCKLAND, ME.

•DRESSES- values up to $8.00-

Now $3.00 ea.
2 FOR $5.00

Well Made—Fashionably Styled.

•TOPPERS values to $24.95 Now $10 & $16 ea.
•TOPPERS

values to $12.95

Now $5.00
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of Ships and Men

STEAMBOATERS’ PROBLEM

tista in Rockland in the Commun
ity Concert Series a few years ago,
Mr. Battista recently gave a recit

P

H
I
L

C

Both the old steamers did valiant
service in World War II. rebuilt as
transports for use in the Hawaiian
area. The Belfast is a comnlete
wreck today on the sandy coast of
Washington and the Camden, to
he best of our knowledge, is in
active service in Chinese waters.

O

P
H
I
L
C
O

THE RADIO SHOP
517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844

55-S-tf

lace at New Harbor.
Members of the Shining Lights,
accompanied by Mrs. Elizabeth Inabinet, went Friday to Providence
where they will attend the 12th
annual conference at the Provi
dence Bible Institute. Those at
tending are Misses Elaine Allen,
Joyce Barnes, Nancy Singer and
Carolyn Inabinet.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wheeler
are guests of friends at Criehaven
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Adams of
Long Island, N. Y„ are visiting Mr
and Mrs. Eric Thorbjornsen.

LONG COVE
Evensong and sermon at St.
George's Church at 7 p. m. 73-S-tf

One single hen's egg is richer in
For social items in The CourierGazette, phone 1044, City.
59tf food value than a dozen oysters.

Stonington Furniture Co.
FARNSWORTH BUILDING

352 Main Street, Rockland, Me.

RED CROSS
MATTRESSES

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

I

MILLER’S
GARAGE

|

This unusual picture of the
Easterns Belfast was made at Tillson s wharf in days now gone beyond recall. It shows the razor
sharpness of the ship which gave
wings to her 4200 horsepower Par
sons turbine engines When Bel
fast and Camden were sold to the

TO PARENTS

DaSOTO, PLYMOUTH

Colonial Navigation Co. for the
Providence New York run 'hit
company promptly re-named the
ships Arrow and Comet, adverii -I

25-31 RANKIN ST..
ROCKLAND
55-S-tf;

SJWKatlKX

UNIVERSAL AND

HOIPOINT

Electric Ranges and Water Heaters

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

Is your boy or girl going to

College this Fall?

If so, keep

them in touch with the home

442 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

town news by subscribing to the

55-S-tf

paper which gives them all the
doings of R. II.

cancelled

S. and their

friends back home.

Subscription to the

this pay check!

The Courier-Gazette

Sept. 15 to June 15. $3.85

It might have been yours! The damage caused by forest fires
each year cannot be measured alone in resources burned. Those
losses spread across our state and America result in reduced pio(
duction, lost buying power, decreased tax returns, and unemploy*

78-84

ment. All affect yov

Installed in your car. And your old motor.
Trucks from 1935 to 1947.

Installed in your car. And your old motor.
trucks from 1935 to 1947.

We are often asked to hurry the compounding of a pre

Fits all cars and

PLYMOUTH. DESOTO. DODGE. CHRYSLER. $195.
Installed in your car. And your old motor. Fits all cars and
Dodge trucks from 1935-1947.

BUICKS. $265.00

scription.

“race

the

Much as we like to oblige, we cannot in our profession

clock.”

Prescription

compounding

calls

for

the

exercise of the utmost c are and skill to assure complete accuracy

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

TEL 24

70-S-tf

America's wood using industries.

It's good business for every American to do his pgit in keeping
forests safe from fire. Keep America Green! -

We will not sacrifice safety to speed but we will

take just that amount of time that absolute accuracy demands.

KOCKLAND. ME .

The green timber lost each year to lorest fires would create
millions of dollars of pay checks for men and women employed in

because the effectiveness of the medicine depends upon this
precision.

Installed in your car. 40 series. And your old motor. Fits all
cars from 1937 to 1947.
All Motors Must Be Rebuildable.
Above prices include Wolfshead Oil, a set of spark plugs,
ready to drive away. Above models are built in our own shops.
We use only genuine parts such as Toledo-Moog and Rainco
rings on all jobs.
We allow 15% off for rash on delivery. Attention garages!
All motors can be supplied at wholesale prices.

58G MAIN ST..

ing service. The Church School
will have classes for all at noon.
Robert Bell will be the leader of
the Ambassadors for Christ meeting
at 6.30. In the 7.30 service Mr.
MacDonald will take as his subject,
"A Double Sight." The prayer and
praise meeting will be held on
Tuesday at 7.30.
• • • •
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church Sunday morning worship
will be held at 10.45 a. m. The
pastor. Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead,
will preach on the subject "Uni
versal Rights and the Labor Move
ment.”
• • • •
At the Church of the Nazarene
the services are as follows: Sunday
School 9.15 a. m„ Ray Easton, su
perintendent, with classes for all
ages; morning worship at 10.30,
conducted by the pastor, Rev Cyril
Palmer. Young People’s meeting
will be at 6.00 p. m., followed by
the evening evangelistic service at
7.00 with the pastor in charge.
Communion service will be held
Wednesday night at 7.00 in place
of the regular mid-week prayer
meeting. Everyone is invited to
these services.

The Greatest Light

Written history commences
with the story of the creation.
Probably millions of years ex
isted in God's preparation before
there was any story to record,
and Genesis tells why: for the
earth was without form and
void, and darkness was upon
the face of the deep. And God
said, Let there be light, arid
there was light; and God di
vided the light from the dark
ness and the story of history be
came possible.
In the year in which I was
born, a great French sculptor
sailed into Ntjw York harbor
and into his mind came a great
light. He returned to his na
tive land and through the pen
nies cf the French school chil
dren and donations from the
rich, he built the "Statue of
Liberty enlightening the World”
and gave it frent that free peo
ple to the free people of America
Congress designated Bedloe's
Island for a site and after eight
years the people of the United
States built its great pedestal.
When I was 20 years of age,
I started on a voyage that lasted
eight months. It was eight
months before I saw Liberty’s
torch again.
Millions of immigrants, mil
lions of returning scJdiers and
ailers, with countless refugees
fiom tyranny, and displaced
exiles from their native land,
have blessed the light Bartholdi
conceived—the gateway of tills
continent.
Two thousand years ago the
Son of Man and Son of God
declaied to all mankind, "I am
the Light of the World.” No
such light as that ever shone
into the hearts of men. Millions
upon millions of every faith have
walked in that light and its radi
ance lighted their pathway into
eternity Why walk in darkness?
William A Holman.

WE WILL BUY

CHEVROLETS, $169.00

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

PHILCO

“NEVER MORE’’ QUOTH THE RAVEN

THESE MOTORS WITH NEW CAR GUARANTEES
OLDS—PONTIAC $195.00

(6 Cylinder Only).

PHILCO

At the First Baptist Church the
pastor. Rev. J Charles MacDonald
will be back from his vacation this
Sunday and will be preaching in
both services. In the 1030 service
Ph.H » courtesy Capt. Arthur Hall his subject will be "A Giving God,"
In bail trouble away from liomi-1 ( an you name her
.1 what was In* doing wa> up in Brewer anyhow? and the communion service will fol
low the sermon Philip Wentworth
This well known Rockland steam of the first two letters, bearing the
boat never went on a joy ride but correct answer , ope lied nc «t TuesChildren’s Drawings will be the soloist. The prayer
groups will meet at 10.15, and the
once in all her long life—and look day morning. Last week's winners
nursery will be open for the care
what a mess she got into. Look at
were George B. Davis, Rankin Exhibited At the Farnsworth of small children during the mornthe stern—look at her nose. What
Museum This Week: Work
was she doing up in Brewer and by street and e. gli- -eye•d Bert Fletcher
in the area. Drawing and painting
Done This Summer
all the ill-starred fortunes who was of Camden. The steamer was the
classes for adults will be continued
Catherine, later Nahant, later Oak
a special guest aboard?
The Farnsworth Museum is pre
in the Fall.
Two tickets good for admission land Beach and finally Oneidg. Her
senting this week an exhibit of
at any regular Strand Theatre hull remains today at R.indent
drawing' done b.v the children ol
shows, will be sent to the writers Cre k in fan con .ten.
TENANT’S HARBOR
the Rockland Community Park
Mrs James Davis of Broadcove,
during the Summer.
Mike DiRenzo's Recreation Play- Cushing, attended church services
•.nmid had, among other activitie. here Sunday and was dinner guest
this Summer, at the Oommunity of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Wheeler.
Park, a drawing class. About 25 Mrs. Davis called on several friends
children met every Monday and and acquaintances in town.
Mrs Mary Murphy and Mr. and
Thurs,day morning in the a rand
Mrs
Stanley Walsh and two sons
stand with a teacher. Mis M r
garet Richardson from the Earns of Providence are guests of Mrs.
Alice Murphy.
worth Museum staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Nelson and
The ages of the children range 1
sons
of Wisconsin, former residents
from 4 years old up to 8. Working
of St George, are visiting Mr. and
with v. ax crayons under Miss RichMrs. Eric Thorbjornsen.
ardson's guidance the children de
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watts were
veloped drawings in many subjec.s.
guests Sunday of Mrs. Flora Wal
Miss Richardson, who Summers
in O.vl's Head, has assisted and
studied at the museum in connec
tion with the museum's training
program.
Il is the policy of the museum
with such activities to supplement
the work of the civic organizations
ng them as Ultra-modern triplecrew Expres 1, iners.”

CWS

arrci

At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
Rev E O. Kenyon, rector. Sunday
services will be Holy Communion
at St. John's. Thomaston at 8 a
m . Parish Mass and sermon at
£<30.
• • • •
Rev. Thomas L. Brindley of Au
burn will be guest speaker at the
Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church
Sunday morning at 10.30. also 7.15
for the evening service
Special
music will be provided, and a real
blessing is in store for all who at
tend Sunday School meets at 11.45
with classes for all age groups. The
Baptist Youth Fellowship meets in
the vestry at 6 o'clock Mid-week
prayer and praise service Tuesday
night at 7.30.

John M. R chardson

Many of those who attended al at Grey Rocks, home of Mrs
the Maine Music Festivals will re Guy Gannett in Portland, anJ
tail Sigrid Onegin, one of the taised $600 to launch the fund ol
£1 ; ate l contraltos of the 1920 s, •he Glga feamaroil Foundation inc .
who was leatured soloist at a Fest to aid talented young keyooara
ival one year. A shrine has been students Percey
Grainger con
dedicated to her memory in Mag- ducted the Goldman Band ill sever
liaso, Switzerland, where she died ■ al of his own compositions during
in 1943. In the home in which she a recent Guggenheim Memorial
lived during the last years ol lie. Concert.
life two rooms have been turned | Harris Stackpole Shaw has sent
over to the preservation and exhi me a program of the Northeastern
bition of her costumes, scores, and : Regional Convention, American
other mementos.
Guild of Organists, June 28-2J-3J
• • • •
We listen to the first Piano in Portland Mr. Shaw who was re
Quartet with awe that four men at gional chairman gave a paper
four pianos can bring forth such at the meeting of June 30 on "Choir
perle. Lly timed music, but how Management, ' a subject he is con
would you like to hear 32J piano versant with considering his many
plajeu simultaneously? This hap years of efficient service in choi
pened at a concert sponsored by i direction.
the Michigan Piano Teachers 1 Among the organists presentm
the convention
Festival Association given in De- recitals during
were
Douglas
L.
Ratter
of Man
troits Olympia stadium under the
diivction of Dr otto Miessner chester, N. H , Lindsay Lalford.
Most ol these performers learned head of the Music Department at
to play in groups oi four to eight Hobart College, Geneva N. Y , and
then ages langing trom 7 to 60 Edouuid Nies-Berger Official Or
ganist. New Yorz Philharmonicyears
Symphony Orche fra, all on the
• « • •
Walter H
Butterfield, former Kotzehmar Memorial Organ a
pre ident o. the National Associ Portland City Hall; Miss Edna
ation of Music Educators, died in1 Parks of Green Mountain Junior
a Bangor hospital at the age of 73. College. Vermont, at the Cathedra;
Mr Butterfield will be remembered Church of St. Luke; Dr Malcolm W
by many music supervisors in this ’ Cass, Dean of the Portland Maine
;eelion who have attended the New Chapter of Organists, at People England School Musi. Festivals, a-j Methodist Church South Portland
he was aiv. a. a . important active, and Bernard Piche a'. SS. Peter and
figure in hest events. He held the Paul Church, Lewiston.
post oi director of music in the | The programs ol these recital
public s. hauls o: Providence for I are extremely interesting and mus
't .tra; .ears, at the .ame time act-i have been a great privilege to hear
mg a trustee at Brown University. | Only one organist failed to use any
....
work of Bach's—Mr Lafford was
in lie August issue of Musica that exception. The organ is the
America appears an interesting! perfec. instrument for interpreting
pk lure of Mr Edward Bok now the great writings of Bach
• • • •
Mr
Efrem Ziinbalist—taken 20
Bing Crosby may have a voice
years ago, when the magazine dis-Usced the musica contribution ol small range and weak volume."
made by her as lounder of The out for 20 years American families
Curtis Institute of Mu.dc Phila have been listening raptly to that
voice on radio and records; and
delphia
• • • •
lor 17 years they have enjoyed his
Vou will recall, that often items languid personality on the screen.
not directly connected with music And so—Eing has become music's
deeps into the music column I am greatest money maker. Between
disgressing this time to speak ol 1 1933 and 1945 he made $10 SCO.OCO.
the late Margaret Mitchell's great but he still went on his usual way
book 'Gone With the Wind." This —as one has expressed it. 'dressbook went on the newsstands June ing like a gaudy unmade bed and
30. 1936 Miss Mitchell hau hoped herishing his reuutation for lazi
for a sale of 5,000 copies. One day ness." Bing is now 45 and he hides
that Summer it sold 50.000 copies a tremenuous capacity for activity
Scarlett OHara and Rhett Butler behind his lazy front He has
be, ame national characters, then starred in 37 films and has been
international characters. In two the premier box-olfice star for five
years the book was translated and straight years. His radio shows al
printed in 16 foreign languages ways get top ratings.
The sales passed 500.000 then a
In the last six years his record
million and then a million and a royalties’ tave totaled three million
hal; and on up David O. Selznick dollars, his 400 record.-, have sold
paid her $50 COO for the movie five million copies, two of them
rights and spent several hundred alone. White Christmas and Si
thousands more making the pic lent Night," selling over ten mil
ture.
lion. But he has non-entertainEarly in 1949 it was announced ment side lines that bring in some
that eight million copies of the j eery pretty pennies—for example
book had been sold in 30 languages the Pittsburgh Pirates, a cattle
in 40 countries, and that 50,000 ranch, real estate, Minute Maid
• • • •
copies were still being sold in the Orange Juice, Breatholaters, Jay
United States annually. The book son Shirts, Nylon Dip and so on.
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1137. In Bing is assisted in the various busi.
less than four years the book won ness pursuits by his lather and two
an estimated $1,000,000 in royalties brothers He has a 28,000 acre cat
movie payments and other allied tle ranch at Elko. Nevada, and
returns but the fame greatly dis here he and his four sons make
rupted her way oi living The nov merry in vacation periods.
Senator Tobey. New Hampshire.
el was such a phenomenal success
that it almost overwhelmed its Republican, held his 35th* hymn
makes There were times when she hing last Sunday at his home in
vowed she would never write an Temple He presided at the piano
other word as long as she lived. himself, and among the hymns he
Her tragic death recently shocked chose were America the Beautiful"
and "Jesus Shall Reign," as well
the world
as
some of the old favorites. There
Margaret Truman will be the so
loist at the opening concerts of the are only 225 inhabitants in this
Euffalo Philharmonic
Orchestra little town, but more than 500
Nov. 13 and 15 Ezio Pinza has been people came to join in the sing
engaged for musical roles in the The Senator began the custom in
movies by MGM for three years 1908 and has kept it up except for
and his fee on a per picture basis l he war years It is a custom other
is reiMjrted to be a record one — communities might well take up
Many remember with pleasure the there is a need for it in these temppiano recital given by Joseph Bat pestuous and troubled times.
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STEAMBOAT YARNS

t

TuesdayJhursday-Saturday'

And >ou may rest assured that your medicine will be ready at

Every year, woods fires burn over 30,000,000 acres?.

the time we say it will be.

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
FRED 1 GOODNOW, Prop.

MAIN AT PARK STS., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 446

KEEP MAINE GREEN

LAWRENCE PORRAND CEMENT CO.
THOMASTON, MAINE

